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Complete List of Materials'for Unit 22

(Amounis based on a class of 30)1. o

total number
required to
teach unit

30-

9c
S.

item
lesson in

which item
is first used

**Student Manuals .

*beam balance kits , each containing: 2

I purple tinkertoy rod
I green tinkertoy rod
2 red ti: '.?.rtoy rods

blue unkertoy rod
6 round tinkertoy joints
1 picture hook
I2-pinch piece of string
I washer for bob
I ruler
I 5" x 5" x 5" cardboard triangle
2 paper cups--With small holes near the top
2 straightened paper clips,
masking tape

100 *extra cues 2

I . piece of clal, equivalent in weight to 8 paper cups 2

30 *magnifiers 2

10 *Ping-Pong balls 2

assorted small, objects , such as pencils, 2

erasers paper clips ,- corks or coins

30 3

30 boxes crayons ...... 3

7 or 8 trays, each containing:'

*rubber ball, Ii" in diameter
Airing-Pong ball

,*cork
*magnifier
*marble
*large nail
* lead sinker
*beam balance and cups
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INTRODUCTION

This unit-has been designed to teach children what fractions
. are and how to do simple Computations with them. The teaching

procedure follows Piaget's theory that, at this level, a number
of 'physical doncrete experiences should, wherever possible,
precede work with abstractions such as magiematical equations:,
Thesuriitplaces a high emphasislton understanding as compared
to mechanical de.fthessand drill. The Teacher Background,
which i011ows,, gives the rationale underlying the lessons, and
shows how these learnings -fit into the chill's mathematical
education as a whole.

.4

TEACHER BACKGROUND

4".

Children in traditional math ?)rograms begin their studies with
the whole. or naturalonumbers. A set of rules for operating ,

with these numbers is then pr.esented to them, and they spend
a...9ood deal of time trying to become adept in the use of these
rules. When some predetermined level of competency is at-
tained by most of the students, a -new "system" of numbers is

cintrodted. (This is usually either the set of negative whole.
numbers or the rational& (fractionsi%) Little or no attempt is
made to; relate the new numbers -to the numbers already studied.
The process_is then repeated, beginning with a new set of
rules and followed by an appropriate amount of drill to en-
trench the-new method firnily in the student's mind. ro-
cess continues until the student is convinced that mathema-

o tics consists of an ends series of unrelatekj parts. Ex-
perience shows him that success occurs when he can remem-
ber when to 'do, what; it doesnot encourage him to see how
each part fits into a larger picture of mathematics or howhis
present studies relate to what he has already learned. The
connectitins between the various kinds of numbers and ,tfie
similarities of theirspropqtLe&are largely ignored.

MINNEMAST writers believe that the student should be shown
as much of that larger picture as he can comprehend at Ids

.,present level: Why should students not beshown that-natural--
.numgi-s, integers and 'rational numbers are all components of

10
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the larger. set known,a's the real numbers? For your convenience;
these components

a`e
shown in the following diagram: .

Real Number System

Irrational Numbers.

7r, v, 5/7)

Rational NuMber

3 I.Z. I 3 8
)1_5' '9 1,000,000 ' '1'

Integers

-2, '0, +1, +2...

Whole Or Caidirial Numbers

(e.g., 0, I , 2,3.'..)

I

Naturil or Counting Numbers

(e;g. , -I , 2, 3...)

Study of thd rational numbers composes most of the math-
.... work inan elementary cuniculum. The set of'ration-,

al numbers is ofter(de-picted in' a Venn diagram-like that
shown below. , Notethat each subset includes the next
smaller stibset(s).. 'For example, the rationals'include

.,,inteOrs, whole and natural numbers. They integers include-
,all, whole and natural numbers. Thus:

r .

4
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MINNEMAST attempts to alleviate the fragmented student view ..__

.11\5of mathematics* providing models that wi remain adequate
throughout the child's 'experience with the su ject, even at
high school .and collegeilevelA. For this reason we emphasize
the use of the number line. The real number system is"defined
as "the sest of numbers that can be put in one to one correspond-.
er,ce with the points on q line." ForLthis reason we believe
the number line to he amost natural Model.

In this unit we attempt to expand the Student's understanding
pf.the real number system by formally introducing him to the
set of rational numbers. We try to have him develop the need
for rational numbers by creating situations that 'demand a new
kind of number. In other words, we present problems that can-
not be solved if he ses only the whole numbers. Pilot testing
of this unit has sho that children have no troublein seeing,
the need for fractions nd that they are capable of discussing
the use of fractions int lligently.

What About Rational Numbers? ..
.

. The rational numbers have a Property not shared by any set
of numbers thus far considered. This property is known as
density. When we say that the rational numbers are dense,
we simply mean that between any two rational numbers there
is always one more.

d'
a'

Thus if a and b are rational numbers there is another number
c,between a and b, where c is also a rational number: We
then know that there is another rational number (say d) be-
tween c an b. For example, let a = 4- and b . Theh c,
between ern, might be-i-: Between 4 andi- there are still
more r 'tonal numbers. This process may be continued end,-
less ly indicating that the set of rational nurnbers between
any two given rational numbers is itself an infinitd set. The
property of density certainly does not apply when one con-
siders the set of while numbers, for there is not another .

whole number betweenany two adjacent whole numbers.
(Choose 5 and 6, for example t) tt:is unit, we do not
develop the notion of density to this degree with the children,
but are content if children understvd that there are "many,
many" pointsbetween any two points on the number line.

1-. 3
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How Many or How Much?

To develop an intuitive concept of density in young children,
wehaveointroduced two diStinct types of measure in this unit.
"Counting Measure." refers to "how many" or the number of
parts into which an object is divided. "Amount Measure"
refers to "how much" or the oi/erall quantity of material under
consideration. It is when we want to describe an amount
measure that we see the value of rational numbers. Amounts
are "dense" in the same way that rational numbers are dense.
Given two amount measures, we can away find a third amount
measure that is between the other two. For -xample, if we
are weighing cheese, there is an amount of-t ese that has a
weight between, say 4 ounces and 4 ounces.

Counting measures, however, are not dense. Consider two
sets (A \nd B). Set A has five marbles and Set B has ix
marbles. It is not to find another set With a Whole

. number of marbles between five marbles and.six marbles. The
marbles are therefore described by a "counting measure. "

The concepts of weight, length, angle, time and area are
developed in this unit as amount -measures. It is our hope
that through considering amount measure the children will
gain an intuitive understariding of the density of the rational
number system. Amount measures are frequently interpreted
on the number line in order to reinforce the children's under-
standing cif the density of rational number.

9
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SECTION I, TWO KINDS OF MEASURE

PURPOSE

.
To introdube the childreh,to the differenbe between an
amount measure and a counting' measure, in preparatiOn
for the work with fractions of which this unit consist's.

o

COMMENTARY

There is only one lesson in this, introductory section: The
children. shoulChaye-nodiffibuity seeing the difference
between an amount meas-ure and a counting meesureand in
completing. the worksheets. Each problem giveS the chil-
dren a choice between two sets ;, from which they must
clEcte one as more desirable than the other. For example,
Set A might consist of six very small candy .bars . Set B
might contain three large candy bar.. whose, total content
is greater than th6 combined .mall bars in...Set Al Each
child must decide 'whether he would prefer to have the

)igreater number of candy bars (the counting measure) or the
greater amount of candy (the Mount measure) : For each
decision the child is required to explain his choice.,

v
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Lesson I: AMOUNT MEASURE AND COUNTD1Q MEASURE

.-

The purposes of this leSSOn are:

to have the children learn the difference between a counting
measure, which tells "hOw many," and an amount measure,
which tells "how much'!

to observe that on some occasions one prefers to use the
counting measure but on other occasions the amount mea-
sure is More appropriate.

Counting measure is used when you are interested in how
many members there are ill a set. Amounrmeasares, such as
weight, volume, area and length," are used when you are
interested in how much is in a set, Fdr example, if you were
buying a package of marbles, You would want teco.knovg hoW
many marbles,were in the package, not its weight or volume.
But if you were buying a package of rice, you' would notpare
how many grains of rice were in the package but rather how
much the package weighed.

MATERIALS
. .

. -Work-sheets- "I t111Su4h 5;in the Student.Manual '
- i . t

.PROCEDURE

Activity A

Distribute the Student Manuals for this unit and ask the chil-
' dren to turn to Worksheet I Ask them to imagine that the

candy in the sets .is real and that they can choose either
Set A or Set B. -Say that.both sets contain the same kind of
candy. Then as the children to make tlieirLahoices and
write in the answers to the questions on the worksheet----

Briefly discuss the. children!s reasons for choosing Set A
or SetB candy belt . .(Most children will probably choose
Set B because it 'has more candy.)

. .
Have the children do Worksheets 2, 3 and .4 on their own.
Tell them that they should choose ;the set they would rather,

1 '7

0.
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Worksheet
Unit 22

Set A

-candy I

TcC3nTliy

candy

[candy

Name

Set ii

candy 1)

candy

candy

Stich set of candy bars would you rathe'r have?

Why,?

Ilio;ksheei
Unit 22

.

Name 0

Problem 3

Set E Set F

Which set would you rather have?

Problem 4

Set .6 Set II

*Which set would yeu 'rather have?

*AMY?

Worksheet 2
Unit 22 t Name

randy
Set A

Problem 1 ',Andy
Set B

*Which' At would you rather have?

*Why?

'Problem 2
Set C Set D

;pot)

C *which set would yOu rather have?
4t Wky?

Worksheet 4
"Unit 22

. 7

Problem 5

*Which met of sour mfdlchie would you rather Aave?

*Why?

. , -

9
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Q .a. have in each problem; but -,you will -expect them to, be able
to give a reason fortheir choice.

"----:-..
. . . ,,

--,---- When the children have completed the worksheets,- ask 'each: `t,;, , child which set he 6 ho6e and why., Accept all answers , 'N..

(even'when children -have chosen. the smaller- ilant-t-ty . , as
. 0

. long a`s-the,_child can provide a reason fo choide..4i .
,,----:-------.,,,,Some responses-may,be unexpected4 s cli as "My mother.

would not 1.t me haveinore_than one cat," or "I don't
lik t's too salty ;---' . ' Asks the children to think
abotch? they ma e = r-clejclsions . The proVide the
following information:

t
. .

'WHEN YOU WANTED TO KNOW HOW MANY, YOU USED
A:COUNTING MEASURE. WHEN:YOU WANTED TO KNOW
HOW. MUCH., YOU USED AN AMOUNT*1ZEASURE.'_ . .

. . . .

You might also swish to write this information on the chalk-
board in some such form as this: o ,-,

4-e

10

I. A counting measure is-used when you want to know flow,
many.

2. An amount measure is used When you walito know how
much.

Be sure the, children understand the meanings of counting
measure and amount measure. Ambunt measures are mea-,
sures such as length, No.r. eight and volume. As you teach
thi4 unit, use "how much" and .".amount measure" inter-
changeably. Counting measures- are used torefer to the
number of objedtS in a set, or "how niany.."

Have the Children turn to Worksheet 5, which Contains exam-
ples olsituatioris where one kind.of measure or the otherls
preferred. Ask the children to. imagine the following situa:-
tions and to explain on the ViorkSheefilie-rerifOi their
choice and the kind ofimeasure they xsed.

Situation I -.7 Abercrombie is very fond of dogs'. He likes
therr so much that sometimes after school he visits all the
neighbors who own dogs, just so that he can play with them.

1- 0
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Worksheet 5
Unit 22 N4me

4o.

4D GD -RD 47 RD 67CD
ttgo 110 ip Ea Goal

gZi D OWIP ap a? a4 61, IQ)

WhiChSet would You i
choose -

Why? ------"------

That kind of messitie-----

did yoir.use? -

Wh cli;set would you'

choose?

:Wit:*JAiiof measure
ddid you

*4

act A .

@ (40) 0i)

0 C)
Which set, would you
choose? -

Why?

Whitt kind of measure
414442..............._otse?

i)

T.

.e'

His father and mother have
,given him permission to_keep
either the large dog" in Set A
or the, three small puppies in
Set B. 3Nhich set do you think
.he will choose? _Is he inter-
ested in using a counting mea-
sure or an amount measure?
Why?

Situation 'r2 .Suppose it is a
hot suitini-6?--day antiyoik.and
your friends are very thirity:,,,
The bOttles in each set con-
.tain your favorite kind of pop.'
Which set will you choose?
Are you going 'to use 4 count=
in6 measure or an amount
measure to help you decide? .

Why?,

Situation 3 Suppose, you
Want to play, a game-of

with yotir friend.. You
know' trat-it_takes 24 check-
ers to play,: SOW-hith-set of
checkers woula you use, ,Set
A or Set B?- What type of

measure. are you interested in here 7 the cbunttng measure
or the amount Measure? Why?

Situation 4 -- You are saving money to buy, a new bicycle.
Which set of money would you rather have, Set A or Set B?

Which kind of measure would you use? Why?
./

But suppose you lost nine of your red cheCkers and you.
needed something to take their place. Would you choose
Set A or Set B coins? Why? Which kind of measure would
you use this time?

A')

.

I I

a
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After you have gone through all the situations on Worksheet 5,
summarize the .activity.

SOMETIMES WE ARE INTERESTED IN HOW MANY THINGS
ARE IN A SET, THEN WE USE A COUNTING MEASURE.
AT OTHER TIMES WE DON'T CARE HOW MANY THINGS
THERE ARE IN THE SET. WE JUST WANT TO KNOW-HOW
MUCH THERE IS, SO WE USE AN AMOUNT MEASURE,
SUCH, AS LENGTH OR WEIGHT OR VOLUME.
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PURPOSE

FRACTIONS AND WEIGHT

To have the children begin work with weight an amount
measure - as a means of introducing them to several impor-
tant properties of fractions.

COMMENTARY

In the three lessons of this section the children begin to
acquire some insight into three important properties of frac-
tions. These are:

1. That there are 'many (actually an infinite number of) frac-
tional parts between any two whole units.

2. That there are many (infinitely many) fractions_fhat denote
the same amount or point. For example, 2 3

-6- "E
and 4

alrde-signate the same point.

3 .hat- fractional amounts can be represented and ordered
on a number line from least to greatest.

In this section you will be using weight to teach these vari-
ous properties of fractions. Working with phySical property
such as weight prepares the children for the abstradt compu-
tations with fractions in the final, Section of this uhit. This
should be a relatively easy and natural way to introduce the
children to fractions since they have hada good deal of prac-
tice with the beam balance. in previous MINNEMAST

In this section the children also review and use,symbolic
notation, especially the "appears to be the same as" (-=.)
symbol that is' so necessary in measuring activities. The
idea of measurement as an approximation to an ideal has been
emphasized in all previous measurement units. Theconcept
is reinforced here.

15
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Lesson BETWEEN WEIGHTS

The purposes of this les.thon are:

to have the children see that when they measure weight
they are using an a 9unt measure

. .

to show the chtldren hat dividing an Object into parts
affects the counting measure but not the total amount .

measure

to have the children discover that there are objects whose
weights are between the weights of two other objects.

In Activity A the children fill out two worksheets that show
that when an object is broken apart, the counting measure
changes but not the,amount measure. With a bdam balance
that you have preassembled, the children demonstrate the
same idea with a piece of clay. When broken into smaller
pieces , the counting measure of the clay changes, but not
the total weight. In this same activity the children are re-
minded that the "appears to bq the same as (--) &ymbol is
used when measuring weight because an amount measure-
ment such as weight cannot be measuredwithcomplete
precision.

In Activity B'the children use your demonstration beam bal-
ance to compare the weight of a Ping-Pong ball and a cork.
They use the "greater than" (>) and "less than" (<) symbols
for these weight comparisons. WOrksheets 7 and 8 provide
review and practice in using ,the sjmbols.

In Activity C each group of four children constructs one
beam balance according to instruction guide sheets pro-
vided in the Student Manuals. Thsy then use the balances
to place small objects of different weights in order from
lightest to heaViest. They record their findings on a line
on Worksheet 9 and discover that between any two adjacent
weights, there is always an intermediate weight.

,
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F 'Worksheets 6 through 9'

44,

.4

.. -

- "Making Your Beam Balance" (111StruCtien guide sheets in

,
.Student Manual ,

I 'pre embled 1:team balance and I small piec,e of clay
.

+ .. , .

' .. (Activity.. -- for each group of four i C). --
el 4

I beam balance- and I I extra cups
,

-1 magnifying glass'

I Ping -Pong ball

- assorted smalls objects, such as penoils,erasers, papei-
clips., corks or coins

PREPARATION

Assemble one beain balnce,
before class. Use. the'in-
structibns pro., d in the

w appendix t6,:thi, manual or
in the 8tuden ManualS. Al-
30. have ready a ball of clay
equivalent in weight to
eight paper ,cups .

PROCEDU'RE'

Activity A

--Review the meaningsof
Counting measure and
amount measure. Reniind
the children that counting
measure tells how many,

amtunt'measurewhile tells.
how Much. Have the chil-

it. dren turn t &Worksheet 6a.and vritkin their-answers

14,

to,th4., two KOblems
they have finished,
a discussion about t

When
old
6

1.-Nrstret.

I.

worksheet 6
Unit 22 * Name

4.

, Z r

*00 the Count inc 'men:sure change .when.the parZr
. 4.. .4
%as cut?

. 4

4t Did tile amount measure thangewhen the paper
tins cut? no ,

Xi,

4

.

4t DI the count Ing wea4ittre change when the apple
was cut? yes
4( 0141 th'e amount measure chance when the apple

;. ni. tilt?

2
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They'should-CbserVe-that the counting measure changeswhen
an object is put apart. Then .ask whether they think that the
amount measure changes; There may be dissagreementori' this
The following demonstration shbuld resolve this question.

Have the class gather iii front of a, demonstration table on
which you have placed a beam balance, a ball of clay, and a
supply, of paper cups..

Ask -a child to weigh the clay, using the papercups as the
standard unit,of weight: 'You may have to remind'him that the
beam is considered balanced when the bob stringt.hangs in the
red area of the dardboatd triangle.. Record the.meaSurements
on the chalkboard: ..,

'8 paper cu
Number of pieces-of clay

ps (amount measure)

:I piece (counting mead 1
-#

, Ask the childr if-ttey'remei..ber what the "appears. to be
the sameas" 11) symbol means.'Remind them thatthis sym-
bol is used because we can never-4;sure ojir amount measure-
ments, were made with complete accuracy, thien with equip- 4-

.

_.'_ _Ls .-----, --.--------,ment more precise than the beaii balariee.,

...Now have a. child breakup t)e ball of clay that was j, uQ 4,. -.

weighed and form several smaller balls. 'All the clay s'h-uld
be used, and,the smaller ballS should lid returned-to the cup ..'
on the beams balance. . --/.,. ,

1-',

As the child, puts the clay kallS into the cup, have him cou
them.. Record the numberpOr'pleces (the counting:measure)
clay on the chalkboard. Then ask_the!.c.taldren.what they..
think the - weight of,* clay:I:rails Will 'be,..Write their.pre-.1 ,
dictions on the board arid then haye,,bhildsuS:4-s,paper.cupii
tb balance the,bearn. Record tlyweig-het; (amount measure) of '.

iithe clay in cup units. HaVe,34;aildreridiscut d-,tlieresul'J..
.Be sure they unde'rstan, that'when..the clays,., broken tiAts
counting measure was-,d14nge4;,i, but its/aitbt4lt measure
(weight) remained the7same-. Ifect376k.._.... ...iiir let11#tediscus-,
sion, with guch,qtfestions as: '/"----- -. ''- ..

t.

0
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HOW MANY PIECES OF CLAY DID.YOU WEIGH THE FIRST
TIME?

t WAS THE COUNTING MEASURE DIFFERENT AFTER YOU
iz BROKE UP THE CLAY? /

J

4

WAS THE WEIGHT DIFFERENT AFTER YOU BROKE UP THE
CLAY?

DID THE AMOUNT MEASURE CHANGE?
=-;

DID YOU HAVE THE SAME AMOUNT OF CLAY BEFORE AND `.
tr.

AFTER YOU BROKE IT'UP?7;

Close the discussion with a final emphasis on the fact that
weight is an amount measure = it tells how much.

Activity B

On the demonstration table, place a beam bklance, a Pirig-Pong
ball and a,cork. Ask the children to gather around the table
and have them'tell you whiph object they think-weighs more
the ball or. the cork. ThernurthePing7Pong ball in One cup
of the beafh balance and the cork in the other. Ask the chil-
tdren to look at the beam balance and tell you which'of the two
objects is heavier. Wen a child says that the Ping-Pong ball
is heavier, ask how.he can tell. (,He will Probably say that
he knows the ball is heavier be.cause the beam is lower on
the side that holds the ball.) Then ask the children whic
Object is lighter iri weight, and howthey can tell. '(They
should be able to say that the, beAl is higher on the side

'that holds the object of-less weight = the Cork.)

O

4.
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;Write the following on the chalkboard:

Weight of Ping-Pong ball ? Weight of cork 4

Ask .a. voluqteer to read what you have written. (The weight
of the.Ping-Pong ball, is greater than the weight of the cork,.)
Be sure the cla;s, refnembers.the,mearang_ of the greater than
(>) sign. Remind them that/the arrow alwaystpoints toward
the smaller measurement.

Then write:

'Weight of cork < Weight of Ping-Pong ball

Ask_ someone,to read the sentence: (The weight of the cork
is less than-the weight of the Ping-Pong ball.) Reinforce
the meaning of the less than (<) sign brsaying,,"The pointed
end is always toward the smaller measurement,

t
Worksheet 7
Unit 22 Name

Place the-correct symbol In cacti box.
Use <, >: or S'.

The length or the sports car
length of the truck.

Is less than the

Length"of op, ..
Length of <
..

The leath or the snake Is greater than the

.

4.

t

length'of the beetle.

ws

Length or /0/1Length of 1

I
.

Tom's height appears to be the same as Boho's

.

height.
,

1
Height of

.

!Height of .
i

..

20
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Worksheet 8
Unit 22 Nine

,.. 'Place the correct symbol In

Use <, >, or 1.

.

1

. -
each box.

The height
height of

.

of the
the house.

tree Is greater than the

ta

> A ligreh
10 0 124i lir'

The weight or the
et the elephant.

e

ant is less than the weight

41111 1

I <
The length of the

as the length of the

. *rt.,

pencil
crayon.

appears. to he the same

o

2,
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Have. the children return to their seats an look at Worksheets
7 and 8.- Explain that on these worksheets they are going to
compare two objects in each problem.. Remind them that in
each box they must use the greater than--(>):, le'ss Than (4, or.

-.I. appears to be the Same as .(1) Symbols: Then have the chil-
dren complete Worksheets 7 and 8. (Since theSe workSheets
provide a review of the use e of symbols the children have used
bin previon-its, they preybably mi411 not need more practice
than that provided on the worksheets. If it is evident that
they do, give more chalkboard examples.)

Activity C.-

Divide the class into groups of four children to Construct
beam balances according tothe guide sheets provid:ed in
their Student Manuals . Have your assembled balance on
display so that the children can refer to it as a model.

Workshebt 9
Unit 22

1. Put p in one

Name

?magnifying glass

O Ping-tong ball

cup'of your beam balance.

Put 0 in t e ther cup.

Which is hetvie ?

Use <, o = to write the answer In the box.

2. M'nrk a poin on t e line to show

Label it A,

Mark a point 'loll th line to show

Lalmal it D.

gv61

3. Take the 0

Choose some

Put It in t

Which :t.Oect

0
the weight ofP.

the weight 010

ut of cpc cup.

ther ob'ect.

cup.

s henvi r? ayn4ier
4. Can you find' elem.° for It onthe line?

Mark the poin and lal 1 it C. eal
A

5. Choose anothe object. Weigh It. Mark a point

on the 1.1ne t show the weight of your object.

Gabel it Dt

V

When the beam balances are com-
pleted, distribute' a magnifier, 'a
Ping-Pang ball and at leatt two .
other` objects to each group.
Ask the children to. turn.to Work-
sheet 9. Explain that W is the
abbreviation for weight. Tell the
children they will be ordering the
weights ofthe group's objects ac-
cording te the instructions on the "rt.

workshe,et. Encourage them to
devise their own system for doing
this. .

When most of the children have
completed Step 4, stop them for
a class discussion. Some chil- .

dren may have found it difficult
to order those objects of unknown
weight which weighed less than
the heavy. object (the magnifying
glass.) In the discussion, the
children should tell how they
solved the ordering problem.

21
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For example, a child might find that the weight of a coin is
less than the weight of the,magnifying glass. He would then
compare its weight to that' of the Ping-Pong ball. If the coin,
weighed more thv the Ping-Pong ball, its point would fall
between the two paints* already on the number line'. If it
weighed less than the Ping-:Pongball, its point would fall t6
the left of the other points.

The most obvious general rirdcedu're, after having compared
the objebt of unknown weight with the-heaVier object, is to
compare it with the next lighter object. If it is still 'lighter,
it would be represented by a point to the left of the other two
points on the line;. if it is hea'vie'r than the lighter object,
the point would go between. the other points on the' line.

When each group has a workable procedure, have the-children
return to their work areas, check the answers they lilready
have, and finish ordering their assortment ofrobjects by
weight. Each group should order a minimurrrof lour objects.

fr?"F

When the children are finished, hold a short discussion di-
rected at developing the idea that fbr every two unequal
lengths; there can be found a third.weight that is between
them. This discussion can be enlarged as follows:.

Begin by drawing a line on the board. Label one end "lighter
weights" and the other "heavier weights" as shown below.
Select three obje.ccts of different weights (not necessarily the
ones in the example) and mark and -label points on the line
to represent these objects.

lighter
; weights

Vipaper clip W penny 441 crayon
>

he vier
weights .

Point out to the class that the weight of the penny (or.what-
ever between weight you have chosen) is between the weight
of the paper clip and the crayon; Then ask the children
they think there is .any object that has a weight between the

0.

,.



weight of the penny and the weight 'of the crayon. Have-the
children -find several such objects. They should see that it
is possible to have.objects whose weights fit your specifi-
cation.

).`
Have lthe groups return to their beam balances 'and look on
their trays or in their desks for any object with a. weight that
falls between the weight of any two adjacent objects on the
line. Ask the children to mark thkse on your chalkboard ,line.
Give help if necessary.

e

.

Ca.

O
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r Lesson 3: WEIGHING WITH A STANDARD UNIT

The purposes of this lesson are:

to have.the children discover that the weights:of many
objects fall between two whole number units of weight

to associate weight with the number line, and to show
that many weights fall between two whole numbers

to reinforce the idea Of weight as an amount measure.

The children use their beam balances in this lesson to mea-
sure the weights of several objects. They use the weight
of a paper cup as the standard unit. They find that often the
weight is ndt an exact number of cups, but is between two
numbers. The children mark on the number line?the range
within whiCh the exact weight lies.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 10, I I and 12'

pencils

crayons

for each group of four

A tray and the'following items from the second grade OMS'I
kit:

rubber ball; one and one-half inches in diameter

'Ping- Pong ball

cork

magnifying glass

marble

large nail

lead sinker

beam balance and cups

3 J



.0 PREPARATION

Before class, have a child help you arrange on trays the
materials needed by each group. .(This equipment will also
be used in Lesson 4.)

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Have the class gather around a demonstration table,- on which
you have placed a beam balance and a tray of materials.
Briefly review the results of-Lesson 2, in which the children ,

found that many objects have weights that. are between the
weights of two other objects. ShoW.the class the set of

the tray. Then ask:

HOW COULD WE USE THIS BEAM BALANCE TO FIND OUT
WHETHER THE RUBBER BALL OR THE MARBLE WEIGHS MORE?
(Put'the ball in the cup on one side of the balance and the

.marble in the other cup.) ,

Ask:

WHICH WEIGHS MORE, THE BALL OR THE MARBLE? (The
ball.)

HOW MUCH,MORE THAN THE MARBLE D LOES THE BALL
WEIGH? (Wedon't know.)

FrOWCAN WE FIND OUT? -

The children should remember using paper cups and paper .

clips as standard units of weight in their previous MINNE,-
MAST studies; If they do not, show the paper cups and ask
if these could be used as standard units to weigh each ob-
ject and then compare the weights.

Have a child weigh the rubber ball, using paper cups as
standard weight units. The children should see that the
weight of six paper cups is not enough to balance the ball,
while seven cups weigh too much. This means that the

ss.

3 a
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weight of the rubber ball is-between six and seven cups:
Record this on the chalkboard as follows:

W'of rubber ball >,IAT of 6 cups , and

W of rubber ball < W of 7 cupS.

Read, the above as, "The weight" of the rubber ball is'greater
than the weight of six 'cups and the weight of the rubber ball
is less than the weight of seven cups."

Draw a. number line on the chalkboard:

0 I 2 3: 4 5 6 7' 8 9 10 I I

< 1 I I -1 .1 II I 1 1 -

J

26
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EXplairi that each one ofi\he mars on :th-e-Truniber-lineTrepre--
sents the weight of that number of paper cups. For 'example,

,point 2 represents the Weight of two 'Diaper cups. (Actually
it is the length of the segment from V to that mark.) Give a
child apiece of red chalk and have/him color the part of the
number line that represents the weight of the rubber ball (the
part of, the line between, but not including points 6 and 7).
The correct notation. for this is:

7"1111.1110110)
7

Be sure the children understand that the point that represents
the weight of the rubber ball is located, in this portion of the
line, but that they do notknow exactly where.

Now ask a child to weigh the marble, using paper cups as
standard units. (The marble will probably weigh between 3
and 4 cups.) Write the weight on the board:

W of the marble > W of 3 cups, and

W of the marble <W of 4 cups.



).;

fr

Read the above as, "The weight of the marble is greater than
the weight of three cups; and the weight of the marble is
less than the weight of four cups."

- 4

Have a student use brown Chalk to mark the portion of the
number line that represents the weight of the marble (the part
between points 3 and 4). Again make sure the children under- .

stand that the point that represents. the 'weight of the, marble
is located in this part of the number line. It is between three
and four cups. Ask:

NOW CAN WE TELL HOW MUCH MORE THE BALL WEIGHS
THAN THE, MARBLE?

Name

stands for rubber ball.

O stands for Ping-Ponit ball.

Weigh the ' . Use paper cup units. Fill in
the blanks.

\
.-.--W of , > W of

,(/o
and

W of c. W of.a6-cups

w Or is between ,W Of-L.ctiim and 111 of? cups.

Color the part of the number line that shows
the W of

0 I 2 3 4' 5 6 7 8 9 10 II

Weigh the 0 Use paper cup units. Fill In
the blanks.

W or 0 0W of -----cups, and

lt of o < w ot_Lcups

W of 0 is between W of -2-.cups and W of ups.

Color the part of the number line that 'shoos
the W of 0 .

0 1 2 ,3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II

,
A

Using the number line, the
children shotild be able to
see that the rubber ball is

rat least four cups heavier
'dram the-marble,S_ome
dren may also-notice that it
is at most six cups heavier. -c

. .
ActiVity B

Tell the children that they
will' all have a chance to ..

weigh several objects..
Organize the class into.
groups of four. Tell each
group to take a tray of mate-
rials and a beam balance to
their work..prea and begin
weighing the objects pn the
tray, Ask them to record
the results on Worksheets
10, 11 and 12..r.

When the children are fin-
ished,ished, have them bring their*
worksheets to the demon-
s 6tion table.. Then draw a\num er line from 0 thiough

27
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Worksheet II
Unit 22 Name

?stands for magnifying glass.
e stands for cork.

3. Weigh the i . ',Use-paper cup units.. Fill In
the blanks.

' W Of W of3cups, and
W of i < W of 4 cups.

W of 2 is between W of cups and .W of-4__cups.

Color the part of .the number line that shows
theWof .

04 I- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
4 Ef I 1.d11101'1 1 11.11>
4. 'Welch the 0 . Use paper cup,unfA. Fill In.,

the blanks.

14" of 0 > W of_g_cups, and
W of < W of_LcuPs

W of Q Is between W of 0 cups and W of 1 CUPS,

bloc the part of the number line that shows
theWof 0 .

2 3 4 5 6' 7 .8 9 10 11 ,

.< TAG f---T---i---r---1 I I i

,
Worksheet 12
Unit 22 Name

8 stands for sinker.
.1 stands for nail.

4.5. Weigh the
_ the blanks.

p.

W of 8

. Use paper-cup units. Fill in

11of5cups, and
W of 8 < w or_O_cups.

of b is between W of 5 cups and W ofLcupg.'

Color the part of the number line that,shows,
the W of 8, .

0 1 2 3t 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
I I I f 101101 it 1 1>

*6. Weigh the I . Use paper cup units. Fill In
the blanlis. .

W of I > 11 of--*cups, and
W of' l < W of_cups

W Of' I Wsc 31015. -
II of j Is between W of__cups and 11 ofcups,,

Color the part of the number line that shows
theWof

0 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 lo

10 on the-chalkboard. Ask the children to give you the weight
of each object so that you'or they can mark the weight on the
chalkboard ntirn bet line: If there are disagreements, about the
weight of-any object, have it weighed again on your demon-
stration beam balance and mark the agreed-upon.weight on the
number line, Now emphasize the fact that the weight of only
one object (the.nail) *appears to be the same as the weight of
a whole number of paper cups.

Also point-out again that weight is ans.amount measure. Say
that if the children were using a counting measure on th'e
ntimber.line, they would only be concerned with the points
that are whole numbers. But, since they are using an amount
measure weight they do not always have a number that
is a whole number'of standard units. There are many weights
-between two standard weiglIts. Save the worksheets and
equipment for the next leSson:
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'Lesson 4: FRACTIONAL UNITS OF WEIGHT

The purposes of this lesson are:

. to have the children see the need for fractional! units of
weight-

to review the meaning of fractional notation.

In this les-son, through- discussion, demonstration and ex-
periinentation, the children should realize that one method
of getting a more precise 'measureoof weight is by using
fractional parts of their standard weight.

MATERIALS

completed Worksheets 10, 11 and 12 from Lesson 3

Worksheet 13

blue, green, yellow and brown crayons

-- for each group of four --

-

r.

--I tray of objects from previous lesson with pair. of scissors
added

--bearrLpalance -and extra cups

PREPARATION

Before class, add a pair of scissors to each tray ilrepared
and used in Lesson 3.

PROCEDURE .

Activity A

Have the children take out Worksheets 10, 11- and 12 and s't

review the results of the previous lesson. Emphasize the
fact that most of the weights the childrerisrecorded fell be-
tween two whole number units. Then ask:

DID ,ANY TWO OBJECTS-WEIGH ABOUT THE SAME NUMBER

29
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)
OF CUPS? (Yes. The Ping-Pong ball and the cork each
weighed betWeen 0' and I. cups.) Remind the children that

,the marble, like the magAifying glass, weighed between
3 and 4 cups.

Ask the .children to consider first the weights of theRing-
Tong ball- and tee cork.

DOES THE FACT THAT THE PING-PONG*BALL AND THE
CORK BOTH'WEIGH .BETWEEN ZERO AND ONE pup MEAN
THAT BOTH THESE OBJECTS WEIGH THE SAME.'? (Answers
may;vary.)

Ask the Children how they can find out. A child will probab-
ly suggest weighing one against the other with thebeam
balance. Have him carry out this suggestion. When the
children see that the objects do not weigh the same, have
another child Weigh the magnifying glass against the marble
with-the bei'am balance. The Class will see that these. two
objects do 'not balance either, and are therefore not the same
weight. Ask the children to look at the worksheet's again,'
noting that from the marks on the number lines it is impbS-
sible to tell that the weights of the Ping -Pong ball and the
cork are not the same, or that the weightS of the magnifying
glaSs and the marble are not the same. Ask:

"
. CAN ANYONE THINK..OF SOMETHING WE COULD DO TO

A PAPER CUP THAT WOULD HELP US GET A MORE PRE-*
CISE MEASUREMENT OF OUR OBJECTS?

If no child suggests cutting or breaking a paper cup; into .

-4 :smaller pieces, hold up ,A) pair of scissors. 'Then cut a papet
cup in half.(You-can get fairly precise halves iyou cut
one side of the cup. throilalithe:-seam, then across the bottom
and up the other-side.)

Hold up one half of the cup. Ask what part of a whole cup
this piece is. (Ifis one-half.) Have a child write i;on the /
chalkboard. Briefly discuss what the fraction means:

/ THE BOTTOM NUMBER TELLS US INTO HOW MANY EQUAL
PARTS THE WHOLE UNIT IS DIVIDED.

30
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THE TOP NUMBER TELLS :I1S HOW MANY QF THOSE
EQUAL PARTS WE HAVE. ,

v

To shOwthe children that the two halves of,the cup.are 'of*
'the same weight, weigh-them against each other with the,
,biam balance. if the two halves do not. balance, diScard
them and cut another cup. 'You should kikable to get two
Halves that balance almost perfectly.. If.the.balance is

. slightly off, point this out to thechildren and. use it as an
example of the difficulty of dividing physicalathings with

-preoision. .

Draw a.number line (0 through 5) on the chalkboard. Then,
ask a student to weigh the, marble on.the beam balance,
using cups and half-cups. IThe*Inarble will probably weigh
between 3 and 4 cups.) Select anottlex.student to:show
the interval on the number lice and havd him label the 156int,

,

0

<
3: 3 4

.071CP

Tell-the children that this measurement is more precise
than the ones made only with whole cups, but that you
would like them to make weight 'measurements that ar.tven
more precise than this, The children shouldsUggest*cut-
ting a cup into smaller parts.' Follow this suggestion by
cutting'a cup into fourths lengthwite as' precisely as you
scan.

Ask the class what part Of the'weight of the. whole. cups
each of these pieces represents. (Eacti represents -one:.
foll.cth of the whole.) Write i on the chalkboard and dis- -

. cuss the meaning of the'notation. Then weigh four fourth-
cups against one whole cup to Show the weights are equi-

' Valent..
4 . . ,

, .,' . .

A child should also weigh two fourth-cups against one half-
' cup,, so the class can see the. equivalence relation. (If'

'el
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there is a small imba1,4nce,, exptlairi.fhat it may be due to
cutting errors;) , ...

. f , , % ,

, ,! :-

t -* r\ioW ha ve -8 student weigh:the mr*:psing whole aid fouqh-
k,,,I..0 cups'. (The marble will brobablyAweigetween 3-4: and 4 - ,

cupi.) Draw a other number-ICI-le (Q,Atough 5) on the chalk-
'0 board and. ask:th class wh?re-thejWeight of the marble.could -

s , .

1'\ -

0
<`"

- be represented on t is line. . Dividethe line segment between. ,

3 and 4 into four equal parts. Explazin that each of these
parts represents the weight of one fourth=cdp. tla-vetne______-..-

_L. z%class. hertz) you-labelothe pointieb--3--and 4 with"-, , T-+ s.;
and+ , as shown: . 1..._____--------

\Then Kaye a child show where the weight of the marble'*ould
fall.. .Net ask the class if there is another name for the
fraction*. 'Ite-y.ihould see that ± is another naT e for` y-
.Write on the number litie. To emphasize the
-eqi4valence, ask:

DO 3± AND 3L-REPRESENT THE-WEIGHT OF.THE./6A.M E
. NUMBER O.--

Ask the class if the fourth -cups have 'given a mp(re precise
measure of the marble's weight. .(Yes. The range of be-
tweenness on the number line has been narrowed consider-
ably. ), Then a qk: .

HOW, CAN WE FIND OUT WHETHER OR.11
,

FYING GLASS ALSO WEIGHS BETWEEN3 ;AND- puEs-'?----- _:.--------
(Weigh it, ,Using whole cups, half-cups and f urT5-;ctfp-s-.)

. '-.

Tell the children that in the next activit
beam balances to find the answer. i

''
... ,i----

. Activity B "I , .,..--,_.---,
,-,--------;j-- 4-----_,..---'. ,------_-.----

- ..--:-;--'

---_
. Have the childr' --form grougs_of-tou-r7,and-take a trAy-ormate--

Tials an eam baj.ancto their'w_o k-are s: ----A-sk therntO
..----

r ,

ey will use-their---

0
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Worksheet t3
Unit 22 - Name

stands for marble.

?stand, for magnifying glass.

0 stands for cork.

o stands for Ping-Pone ball.

Ws, is between W 3t cups and w If cups:

Ws..) is betieen W 3* cups and W Stews. Jt

We is bbtween 14 0 cups and W cups.

Wo is between W 71. 'cups and W It _cups.

Color the part. of the number line that shows each

weight.

Use brown for W..

Use yellow for

Use green for We

Use blue for wo.

.

3 4

re), .blue yellow brown

.

du4f Ile of their extra cups into
ha'ives and another_ cup into'
.fourths. (You may find it nec-
essary, to help some grpups to
insure',addurate cutting.) The
'groups should then lase, their
bearii:balances and their whole:
half and fourth. cups to' find
the informatiOn.required to
'complefq Worksheet 13:

When all the groups Have
completed Worksheet, 13 ,

discuss their results. The
children should now be able
to give you a more detailed
description o_ f therelation
between the weights of the,
Ping-Pong ball and the cork.'
They should ,alsd describe
more accurately the relation
between the weightS of 'the

,magnifying glass and the
marble.

Ask.the Mass the following questions:
Ale

HOW MANY OQUNTING NUMBERS ARE THERE BETWEEN
."ONE AND TWO? (None.) -,r

Draw a' number line (0 through 5) on the chalkboard and have
a dhild col& with dhalk,tHe part that is 'between I cup and
2 dups.'

IIOW:MANY WEIGHTS ARE THERE BETWEEN ONE CUP AND
TWO CUPS? .

Call on several children for answers to this question.' Their
answers may vary. (Quite a few, veyy many, hundreds
etc.) On the number line mark several dots between I cup
and 2 cups . The children shoulCi. see that if each of these
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dots epreSented a point,, they could have many, many-points
/between I cup and 2 cups. If each of these points s repre-

.
sented .a different weight, they could have many, many
weights between I cup and 2 cups. To make this idea more
clear, put two cups in one .side of your beam loalance and
one cup in the other. Say:

IS THERE A COUNTING NUMBER BETWEEN THE ONE CUP
ON THIS SIDE OF THE BALANCE AND THE TWO CUPS ON
THIS OTHER SIDE? (No.),

To emphasize the point that there areno whole numbers be-
tween I and 2, but only fractions, do this demonstration: Tear
an irregular piece from a paper cup and drop it in the side of

-the beam balance that has only one cup.. Ask:

HAVE I ADDED. ANOTHER WHOLE CUP TO THIS SIDE OF
THE BALANCE? (No.) 0

HAVE I ADDED WEIGHT TO IT? (Yes, the beam is closer
to being balanced than before.)

Repeat the procedure of tearing and adding pieces of the
paper cup to the light side of the balance. Ask the children
to watch and see if you add any whole.cups.. As you drop
in the last piece ,say:

NOW THE BEAM IS BALANCED AGAIN. WHY?

The children should be able to say that you have added
whole cup to the light side of the balance, even though you
did so'with a fractional part at a time. Make the point that
there were no whole-cup units in-between the weights of I
and 2 cups.

From this experiment elicit two other ideas from the chil-
dren: (I) that the beam is now balanced because each side
has a weight of two whole-cup units in it, and (2) that tear-
ing a cup'affected its counting measure (number of pieces),
iota not. its amount measure (total weight of all its pieces).

.6 .
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Conclude the lesson by having the children review the use-
fulness of fractional part of a whole unit when dealing with
an amount measure such as weight. You can do this by ask-
ing the Children how many objects that they weighedreqUired
the use of fractions. (All except the nail.) 'You might also
ask the children to show, on a number line, how much more
precise their weight measurements became when they nar-
rowed them down from whole units to halves, and then to
fourths: Say that in the nextlesson the class will be study-
ing another.amount measure length and they will see if
fractional units are helpful in measuring that, too..

NOTE: Your class will not be using the beam balances
again this year, so each group should disassemble theirs
for storage in a plastic bag. The children should un-
hook the cups , remove the bob string,. lift off the ruler
(leaving the white and red triangle taped to it) and pull
the tall rod froni the base. They shotijd also stack the
uncut cupsand.place these in the bag. All of the objects
that w weighed ',(the rubber ball, Ping-Pong ball, mar- .

ble, tinker, etc.) should be put in the bag, too. This
will greatly fac itate your preparation for Unit 16 next:
year.
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'RACTIONS AND LENGTH ISECTION 3

PURPOSE

To reinforce, the 'earnings that were started in the weight
lessons by having the children study another amount
measure ',length.

COMMENTARY

In the two lessons of this section the children see that
length is afi amount measure and that fractions are helpful
in describing it more preCisely, just as fractions were
helpful in describing various weights.i
The chilaren use symbolic notation on their worksheets
when comparing length measurements. The concept that
there are many measurements between any two given ones
is also reiterated.

.44 44.4,

4

`.4
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Lesson 5: LEN H AN AMOUNT MEASURE

-The. pUr s s othis lesson are:

to illustrate that length is an amount measure

to show that there can be as many different lengths of
objects as thereare points on a number line'

to motivate the need for fractional parts of a whole num-
ber in order to describe length more, accurately.

In this lesson the children see that length is also an amount
measure and find that whole numbers are inadequate.for des-
scribing it.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 14 and 15

scissors .

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Have the children turn
to Worksheet 14. Have
them complete this
worksheet either as a
class or individually.
Discuss the answers,.
stressing the idea that

.in this case they are
interested iii "how much"
(an amount measure)
that is, the total length .

of the set of objects.
You may Want the chil-
dren to think of other
cases in which length
is the measure to be

du-

Worksheet 14
Unit 22

r
Name

*Ethelbert likes candy. His favorite candy is
licorice. The candy in Set A and Set 8 1s licorice.

*Which set of licorice do you think Ethelbert
will choose, Set A'or Set B? AM7/5

*Yaw? Oa,

Set A

'11111 110
11111

counting measure ,f'

let B

counting measure = /

g Is Ethelbert interested In the counting measure
or the amount measure of the sets?

41110firlA/l11 tete1ae,

g Is, length. n counting measure or an amount
measure?

deniUssr nnza4a./a._



Worksheet 15
Unit 22 Name

< I

1 2 30

1n:he%

4 5

1. Cut out Strips A and B from the bottom of this page.

2.- Measure L of A on the number line.
Then fill in the blanks:

L of A > 1/ inches.

L of A <_251.....inches.

3. Measure L of B on the number line.
Then fill in the blanks:

L of B > 4
L of B < 4=57 inches.

4. Are the length; of A and B the same? IV,

5. Are their lengths between the same whole numbers?

yes
6. How many other strips an you cut that are between

-4 and 5 inches in length?

inches.

YMM.71V

7. Try making some of these strips.
Mark the lengttrof each strip on the number line,

Strip A

(Z::::our
MO

Strip B

ti

0

considered; fcir example in
selecting a fishing line,
scarf, hair ribbon, or kite
strind.

r,

Have the children turn to
Worksheet. 15. Tell them
that L is going to be used as
the abbreviation for length,
just as W was used for
weight in previous lessons.
Then you may need to review
the use of the greater than
(>) and less than (<) sym-
bols. To do this draw a
line 15' inches long'on the
chalkboard. Label it A.
Hav'e a child measure line A
to see that it is between 15
and 16 inches. Then ask
the class to help'you use
symbols to describe its
length:

L of A > 15 inches , and

L of A < 16 inches

Have a child read. he above: "The length of A is greater
than fifteen inches and the length of Ais less.than sixteen
inches."

See that each child has scissors for-Worksheet 15. Ask the
children to work in pairs and to feel freh to compare answers"
with one another. Walk about, so that if disagreements
arise, you can help the children reach a conclusion.

In answer to QuestiOn 6, the children are not expected to be
able to anticipate the'denseness of the possible lengths.
(There are actually infinitely many lengths between the

6
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integral units.) However, the children should be able to
predict that there will be at least several possible lengths
between 4 inche's and 5 inches. After.they actually make
the strips, as required in Question 7, they, should have a
better idea of hoW very many there could be.

In Question 7, the childrp are asked fo make strips with
lengths between 4 inches and 5 inches. Provide blank paper
and be sure that they understand that each- strip shoUld be
of a different length. .As ,much as possible, let the indivi-
dual teams use their_ own methods for making these strips....
When a- pair of children think they have finished, encourage
them'to try to make one or two more strips, to emphasize
the fact that -there can always'be more in-between lengths'.
The teams should record the lengths of their 'strips on'the.
number line at the top of the worksheet by marking a point
that corresponds with the length of each strip. Some:ohil-
lren might 'create -a varietiof lengths by cutting successive.
pieces off the end of the five-inch strip. _This is completely
acceptable as long as they record each length on the number
line as they go along. . .

In 'summary, ask the class the following questions:

HOW MANY WHOLE NUMBERS ARE THERE BETWEEN FOUR
AND FIVE? (None.)

HOW MANY LENGTHS DID WE FIND BETWEEN FOUR
INCHES AND FIVE INCHES? (Many.)

Draw a number line on the chalkboard and color the part that
is between four inches and five inches. Then ask:

HOW MARY POINTS ARE 11-YERE BETWEEN FOUR IN
AND FIVE INCHES? (Very many.)

Discuss with the class the idea that if each of these points
represented a different length, they Could-have many, many
(infinitely many) lengths between four and five inches. This
discuss& should also be compared with the discussion of /
weight, in which the class found that there are many, many
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weights between one cup arid two dups. .Then -ask:

CAN WE DESCRIBE ALL POSSIBLE WEIGHTS USING ONLY
WHOLE NUMBERS? (No.)

;
WHF. OTHER KINDS OF NUMBERS MIGHT WE ALSO USES?
(1, 4 , etc. fractions.)

The children should see that fractional parts of whole units
are necessary in order to desCribe amount measures precisely.. -

"

"e.
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Lesson 6: FRACTIONAL UNITS OF LENGTH

The pUrposes 'of this lesson are:'

.to have the children associate fractional units of length
with the points between whole numbeis on a number line/. ,

to have them review the 'notion that equivalent fractions
are .different names for the same point on a number line..

The children systematically fold- a paper strip into progres-
sivelysmaller parts and name these lengths on a number
line. The resulting fractions are related to Minnebars of
corresponding. length. The children then compare the vari:
ovs fractions to show that certain combinations of small
fractions are equivalent to larger Ones . ToWard the enof
the lesson the children learn about mixed fractions (numerals
that represent some whole units And some partial units , such
as Si).

MATERIALS

I transparency of Worksheet 16.

marking pen

for each child --

Works heets 16 through 19

scissors
. _

crayons

set of Minnebars

ruler and pencil

PREPARATION

After reading the lesson, make a transparency of your ,

full-page copy of Worksheet 16, according to the instruc
tions in Activity A.

r

r

1

4
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PROCEDURE

Worksheet16
Unit 22 Name

1"..!

1 N 17
0 0
.J .4

.41

L
5 5

ar

L. L.

\`

0 '0

r

4

cti Vity

4t

. .

Disti-ibute a set of Minnebars to
ach student. Have the children

r move Worksheet. 16 from the
St dent Marluals. Ask them to cut
ca fullythe strip mazteCI\ I unit."
fro the worksheet'. When they
have done this , .say that this:Strip. .

will present one unit of length
in thi actiyity.. Then ask the ,

childre tofind a Minn bar that
has a l ngth that alpea s to be the
same as the length of the paper ;
unit. (They.i.hOuld selct the dark 4=1

blue bar.), Then'they should fill in
the first sentence on-the worksheet..,
They may use either a dark blue
'ci-ayon or they may write out.the,
words:

L of 'dark blue.bar = L of 1 'unit
.

Now ask the childrn to fold their
1-unit-paper strips into two parts

'that appear equal in length. Then
.ask: ,

WHAT PART OF. ZHE LENGTH OF OUR RAPER NIT IS ON
EACH SIDE OF THrFOLD? (One-half.)/

Ask a child hOw he- would wfite,one-half on the hoard. (/.),
Then ask the claSs what the two 'on the bottom tells. .(It tells
into how inany< equal parts the wholeVs divided.) Next ask
what the top number tells. (It tells hpw many equal pats of
the whole we'are talking about.)

41
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Now have the children find a Minne ar with a length that ap-X.
pears to be the same as that of a ha f unit. When they have
found it (the yellow bar) ; they shoul check by placing two
yellow bars next to the blue bar. Ea h yelR3w bar is One-half
the -length'of the blue bar.- This info matkon should be filled...

in on the worksheet, with appropriate Frayon or writing:

1L of yellow bar A-- L \ f.-x u it
. , i

When this is <done, have each chia$Old hits unit stripirito
four parts that ApPlar to be ofTequal length. Ask what part
ofthe length of on unit each of these four parts are: (Each
istone-fourth.) Di cuss the notation that would be used to

!

1

1 - ,
i

- designate each fou h 4-4). Then have the children try toI

find a Minnebar wh Se length appears to /be the same as the i

length Of a one-fo rth unit. When theyfhave decided onthe
red. bar, have them check by,placing for red bars next to\.,
the blue bar and record the result on the worksheet:a

L of red bar.= L of IF unit
1

t, Demonstrate to-the class how the strip could bided into
1.1

eight parts of equivalent length by folding a 'rip on e more.
DiScuss.with,the children.what part 6i. the vitiole.uni ach of

' these would he: Write son the board ands eview the eaning
of the n9tation..' , I ------

:
/ 4 ------- \

,t. ..---.'
Ask the children'to put black Min,nebargrloeside the blue

, and see how they compare in ).ength., they will see that
V;
t, ' length of eight b_l_a0 bars appears to 'e the same as the

, v4

e.
length of _one blUe Therefore, one 14;ck bar is one-eight

__,*

, unit. ,-; ____----

C'" ,;'" ,t-41

...---: .--- -------' .,t- i 4

---'N9w--have the class place a blue bar obi the number line on
-"Worksheet 16 so that oneend is lin,ee p witlizero They

. ti should mark the point on the number li th t corresponds
to the

-
length of the blue bar. Then ask he ass:

LQ

4 a'
WHAT NUMERAL SHOULD WE1SSIGN T
because it is located one unit from zero\

'''..
Have the children mark the point that is tWo u

A

O



Then have the class place a yellow bar on the number line so
that one end is lined up with zero. They should mark the point
on the number line that c6rresponds to the length of the yellow
bar. then ask:

\WHAT NUMERAL SHOULD WE ASSIGN TO THIS POINT?
(*, because t j e yellow- bar is equal to one-half the
length of one.' nit and this point is one=half unit from
zero.)

Have the class ,place another yellow bar next to the first
yellow bar. Ask them what this point should be labeled. (4:- ,

because it is two half-units from zero.) They should then
place a third ylellow bar on the number line and label the point
that correspo Ids to three half-units.

Follow this slime procedure with the red bars as you label
fourths. Stress each time that the label for the point tells

------- -how far that/point is from zero. A completed number'iline
should look like the following:

I 2

1 I

.z, 012._
4i Y q

You ay want to demonstrate to the class how eighths can be
label di on the number line. Mark your copy of Worksheet 16
with half and fourth units. Make a transparency of it
for th pverh6ad projector. Place a black bar on the num er
line o tithe ansparency. Mark this point and have the classh
label i . P ace another black bar next to the first, mark this \'S
point a d ave the class name it. Repeat this procedure until
your n b r line looks like the one on the next page.

/\



Ask:

.,

I 2

I I I I I 1 I 1 1 I I I I >
4 .3 .2i. Z.

4...
.k. 7 g

a-

1 .a. is/ il- a.. 13. II. 1-5.- ti,
LI

1 ..-.< Jr- 7
9 9

g b' b. 8 v i I' 8 S 8 g g

HAVE WE NAMED ALL THE POINTS OR LENGTHS BETWEEN
0 AND 2? (No.)

If the class answers yes, put your finger on an unnamed point
(say -betweent and s ) and ask for its name. When the chil-
dren see that all points have not been named, ask:

HOW MANY MORE POINTS DO YOU THINK THERE ARE THAT
COULD' BE NAMED? (Many.)

. Emphasize to the children that many, many points between 0
and 2 (oy) and I , or I and 2) can be named by fractions.

Activity B

Discuss with the class the notion of equivalent fractions. In
this case, the term refers to several fractions that designate
the same length. For example; one it is equal in length to

resented by laying the bars representing these fractions next
two halves , four fourths, and eight ei ths. This can be rep-

\ to the blue bar.

50
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The children should see that these
are just different ways of naming
the same point on the number line
and that these names all represent
the same value.

Have the children complete Work-
sheet 17. When ;hey are through,
discuss their answers, introducingt,
mixed fraction notation. For ex--.
ample, hold up a pink bar ancsk
how many units long it is. The,--
Children will probably say it is
three half-uifits--long. Draw a
number line on the chalkbbard
and label it like the number line
on Woitsheet 17. Mark the point
3 and show the children that
another name for this point is
by drawing arrows- as illustrated
below. The, - proce-
ure with the tan and purple bars,

stressing the mixed fraction names
for each..`--

2, 4

2

Now have the children. do Worksheet 18, This serves as a
review of the lesson and incidentally introduces the notation
for mixed fractions. Give the children an opportunity to com-
plete this worksheet independently. Buts if, as you walk
about observing their work, you see that the children are
having difficulty, ask the class to stop for a discussion of
an example. ,Make this discussion brief. When the children'

>'\
rJU
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have finished the worksheet, discuss it with them, using a
representation of the number line on the chalkboard.

Distribute a ruler to each child and have the class turn to
Worksheet 19.. Tell the children to use their rulers to draw
lines of ,khe lengths specified on the ,Ngorksheet. If some
children have trouble doing, this, you may want to conclude
this lesson by having them practice-theasuring the lengths
of various objects in the room., Partners could check each
other's work.

N
ilorl.sheet tft
Will 22 NAM-

0 .1 it 2 '2*. 3 344 54. 6

I unit = 1 Inch

1. How many inches is point 3 erom0?

..2Name point A with a numernl.

Can you giVe it another name?

14hat_is It?

3. Color red Inches from zero.

that point 21

4. Color blue the point _thn

label that

----=--5-=1AIiii1_gritn:lhe point that is 1 inches from
27- Zero.-7.

Label that point 2'

_
you-gise that point another name ?

- - what is-it?

22 Name

Use a ruler.
*Draw a line that is 21 inches Ionic.

^-4-inr*That Is 5. Inches long.

EE [Elie

t,c)

th-e Inches from zero:

*Draw a line that is 11 inches

HEiytp( M7-A.5Ad7)
PO.

-

-1-

.
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SECTION 4 FRACTIONS AND THE MAG OF ANGLES:\

PURPOSE

To introduce the children to still another amount measure,
Rag of angles, in oonnection'with their work with fractions.

COMMENTARY

, In Unit 21 the children learned what an angle is, what the
mag of an angle is, and how to measure mag with a clock
protractor. In the, two leSSons of this se of Unit_22_,-
the children review what they have learned about ngles in.

Unit 21 and, at first, use the same clock protracto s 6-6-6d--
in that unit. Then they go on to discover that their\ mag
-Measurements can-be-more precise if they use fractions of
an hour. They construct a model of one hour That is divided--
into halves, fourths and eighthi.. They are then giv-en.a new
protractor that has these markings around the entire clock face.

. The protractors used in these lessons are preparatoryto the
introduction of the standard degree protractor, which Consists
of 360 fractional parts or "degrees," and which is used in
Unit 26 of the third grade. ButthQrchief purpose here is to
build toward the understanding that, as a measuring unit is
divided into ever smaller fractional parts, it becomes Possi
ble to use it for increasingly precise Measurements..

6 A.+

t,ws

.97;;;Yokm...re ort sti II"`4"
0.,:KS"."44;t74""

T
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'Lesson 7: MAG- AN'AMOUNT,MEASURE

The purposes of this lesson are:

- to illustrate that the mag of an angle is an amount measure"
, -

to have the children see the need for fractions in describing
the mag of an angle with more precision

- to s(ociate the mags of angles with points on a number line

to have students measure angles withiprotraetdrs-diVided
into halves-,-fouith-sairE-eViitTs.

In Unit 21, the children measuredotht mags cf angles to the
nearesitour or half-hour with a clock protractor. In this les-
son the children attempt to measure several angles with their
clock protractors and, in the process, realize that whole and
half-number intervals ar.e inadequate'to describe these mag.S.
Thies leads to-a-n-aativity in which points between hour inter-
vals are named fracti

MATERIALS

- 30 clock protractors (from Unit 21)

- Works.heets 20 thrOugh 22

- overhead projector

- transparency of clock face with fractions (provided with
the lesson)

PROCEDURE

Brieflli review angles and angle measurement with the class.
The children shoUld remember that an angle consists of two
rays with a common origin. Discuss. the meaning of the word
"mag!' as the measure of the amount of rotation from one ray
of an angle to the other. The children should recall that any
angle can have several different mags, depending on the
direction in which it is rotated: Remind the class that the
smallest mag of the angle is the one'they will use, just as
they did in Unit 21.

60'
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Clock Face with Fiactions
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larger mag

C

it

A;k the children if they remember what they used as the tandard
u6it of mag, . (The hour on the clock protractors.)

Depending on your class , you may want to discuss and dem n-
ttrate Os simplified method of measuring the mag ,of an ang e
Wore the children start the worksheets. (For more detailed
informatron, see Unit 21, Angles art Spade; teSson 5.)

Step I . Place the center-of-the "clock" on the vertex of
the angle.

a

Step 2. line up one of the clock's rays with one of the rays
of the angle.

Step 3. Count the hours on the clock between the angle's
two rays..

)

A

a.

Show the- children that the 2-hour mag measurement found in
this example could be counted in either direction, clockwise
or counterclockwise. (See diagram on the next page.)

6 5
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2 hours

Use a chalkboard e
of the notationvuseI
an angle with a ma
children tell you w
beside the angle, thus:

A .

ample to, refresh the children's memories'
in recording the mag of,an angle. Dr8vi
of four hours , for example. Have. the

at the notation should be. Then,vvrite it

B

C

Mag ofangl ABC = 4 hours

Have a child read w at it says. (The mag of angleABC ap-
_ears to be the sari as' four hourA.) Then ask:. .

HOW WOULD WE WRITE THE MAG OF AN ANGLE THAT
yALLs BETWEEN FOUR AND FIVE HOURS?

Some children shoul remember 'the type of notation used with
weight and length. If not, tell the children that the following
notation will be used.

Mag of angle ABC...>_4 hours, and

Maglof angle ABC < 5 hours

Write the notation on-thf chalkboard- and-read-it to the c
dren: "The mag of angle ABC is greater than four hours an
the mag of angle ABC is less than five hours." Leave an
example of the two notations on the chalkboard. Give a cloc
protractor to each child. Have the children open heir manuals
to Worksheet 20 and`tAlse their clock-protractors fo.mea$ure the
mags of. angles on the *orksheet. Tell them you want their
measurements to be as' accurate as possible. When they have

'C.
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completed the worksheet; discuss their, answers. (All of the
angle Reasurements 'are between one and two hours.) Ask:

' CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR ANGLE MEASUREMP"rs
CISELY USING ONLY WHOLE NUMBER UNITS? (No.)

T WILL',YOU SAVE TO DO TO DESCRIBE YOUR MEASURE-
MEN S MORE PRECISELY? \ (Use fractions4.to name parts of
the'st ndard unit.)

DIP WE EVER DO THIS BEFORE? (Yes, when we were des- .

cribing o her amount measures such as weight and length.)

IS THE MA OF AN ANGLE A COUNTING MEASURE OR AN
AMOUNT "M ,ASURE? (An amount migasure.) WHY? .(Be-
cause it tell how %much rotation, there' is between the two

worksheet 20
t 22 .

Measure each elde.
Then fill in the blanks.,
04. )

,A

K.

N

D
- > ...Mac of DER > hours, and

oZhours

rays of an angle;)

KM of ARC > hours, ad

cZ hours

silt of GUI ;2.....hours, and

hours

?Me of Ji0. > / hours, and'

hours
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.'\ the part between 0 hours' and 1 hour.) Them a0:

.A.44r

Have the .children turn to WorkSheet 2 Ask them to desCribe.
this worksheet, an enlarged part of the clock prOtractor,

,
I \

60

. ,

CAN ANYONE. THINK-Or A WAY WE COULD DIVIDE THIS
HOUR UNIT INTO _HALVES? (Someone should 'remember
from the last lesponyie folding of the strip of paper into

. .

two equivalpt parts.)

After teaiing the worksheet out of their Tan als , the children
ban ford.the paper so tha poirit 0 is Um. d u With point 1,
They shouldiputil mark on the crews . Ask:

.

HOW SHOULVWE LABEL THIS. POItT?, (*I.) WHY? (Be-
.

cauSe.it is halfwaybetweenizero and one.)
, .

Show this and the follbwing steps on the'chalkboard.
c_

NoW ask the. c,hildten to divide the hoin: unit into fourths.
They shouldwinarkat the creass and label the points. Have
theth-follew4e4same-prOcedute.Ior -eighths , ybil feel they
can do It. uSoine children rile's,, have difficulty foltlirig their
paper' exactly into fourthslor eiglat,hs , but at this time the *.
main concern is to have them label these points a'nd under-
Stand what each fraction means.. A,complet hour unit
divided into parts and la.baled with fraction would look like'
this: -

44

I
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Continue labeling marks throw clock. ,t1se
mixe numbers and dis gs their meaning wit ss. Fo
exam le! 1 -b. is one,unit p s one-half unit from zero,
and one-half units from hero. When you feel the children ar,6-----7---..

e4.0, PV,r-WW.Orr., .. ....m....-...sem....-,M.,-- rt, r.......e.

......-_
d have ti- olpt,g- IngAyre_siokiEoigh_fout._ _..n.,..,,,,,,...-tv+s...........,.... .........3..0

--'.- se h e a dprojector and thtransp_arf,a_comp-3lete----7----
labeled clock (proyided with theessonLkca,,s:t.iwug-s4he.,chtl"r'""'7"'""

dre s 11-11-gglag,of,thei-r-rdfff8rCITCITM the labe lin-
at i g ours.

Have ildren save their c' pies ofWorksheorhe ext lesson.



Les 8: FRACTIONAL UNITS OF MAG

ose.s_of_this-lesson-are:

to_prov4de practice in measuring angles
AdtvervonTsme-r......,*

t _reinforce-the idea that fractions are needed to describ_
the-mag-of-an -ang-1-e-mdt-e-T4ecisely.

is lesson the children practice naming points on a circular
number line and later measure the angles with a new clock
protractor that has fractional divisions.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 20 and 22 from previous lesson

Worksheets 23 through 27

red and blue crayons

fractional protractor for each child (included with printed
materials for this unit)

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Have the children turn to Worksheet 23. Explain that they
are to use fractions to detehnine the names for points R,
P, S and 1<. Tell them they may refer to Worksheet 22 for

. help, if necessary. When the children have completed
Worksheet 23, have them do Worksheets 24 and 25. Then
have them check their answers using Worksheet 22 as a
partial k,ey.

Activity B

Distribute the fractiohiC protractors to the Children and have
Ahem compare these new protractors with the ones they used
in the last lesson. Have the children measure the angles
on Worksheet 26 with the new protractors. Then have them
compare their measurements with those on Worksheet 20.
The children should see that the mag of the angles on both

7 i
63



ksheets appeartlo, be th-tr's-arre-,-..-bttt./that-
"'-tr,74.1*o ge more precise measi.,t,. .s--7-ElnAr5567-714

act that measure g es_is an-amount measure, 4:e4ASe,
,....... . 4 ,- .'--- -.,. ., ,,,.. i)4e-destitbe-tweragirfeirientr -drall-Te-smore--- "--' __

precisel," it was necessary-to,use7-frac ionatpart-§- of units. _.-
_

_ __ -._ , _____________ ,.. v
\ If your class needs more practice in,,measuringNangles, have

k them complete rksheet 27.. Then let the children draw and
\i'enasur_e_any angles hey-wish. ' --,::

N

....
N

k
.,,,

..

I\ '', ---.V.,_ .
*N.,

World et123

Unit \''.. Name /

.,

iff ilk

11 lelkidi4

.

II

.

10

----\

P..7.
The fraction
for Point R

3

5

/5
is le

7

The fraction
for Point P is''"

,
6

.-3.-
4"

o
11

14111111111111111

0
11

K MAIL i

41111

The fraction
for Point S

Al

11W-
6

The fraction
for Point K is

11101114
./

is "te,,

64

Worksheet 24 __---4-----------------------
Unit 2:2_-.-----

------- ___ . .1.---:--
Y00 will need `s red-crayon

do these problems.,

.....

----

Name
- _

and-a blve crayon to
_

11 A

io 2

, it
.

lirff.

/All

.07
lirre4111111

blue

Color Point -.11 red.

Color Point 34 blue.

IPP:-4

Color Point

Color Point

416
b

21 red.
4 ---

li blue.
--..

ii 0

141111111 41111A---1411119 3 11

61 61111.
6

Color Point 10i red.

Color Point 32 blue.

y 03
.

61)10

Color Poin

Color Point

111"5

63 red.
4 ---

52 blue.
4 ----a
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Worksheet 25
-e , Name...,Diy,

__lir! te-the-ma-gs-oD-the-alig les in the bliiiiIii.

A II

10Allik . .._

'I MIS PArt9 .., .
..4r 4

7 5 1
7 5

Nag of ABC = -2- hours. Mag of KIP L- elf hours.,

11 I 11

'10 10 \

-
,... . _

K- r ---..
' \ '

I.

6
3 -7

Mag 'oc JKL = 7 hours. Mag of TNS =,( il hours.

....--' *

Worksheet 27
Unit 22 Name

Measure each angle.
Write youkansIters in the blanks

W

C

Mae of WO) = 3 hours

Ii

>s

Nag of STP = tun.ri
P

0

Mag of FDA =/.."1, hours

Mag of IBM = 4 hours

11

Nag of GUS =...2.-thours

o

Worksheet 26 .
Unit 22 Name

Measure each angle.
--Then fill in the blanks.

o " .4.&:...a.M....,*.,,.....es.....a.....................o...n.oss.re.w.sers
/105,0V AB e.i: iihows< _hours.

/-------
D ilws. '. ... .......-Ne-...-44...s.7e.........AaW-g.....W,F....74,eli.11.4K44,00

< I if hours.
I:

G
>II Nag of GUI > hours, and

pt pc. GNI -z.: Prillou.rS'
< hours.

K > Nag of JKL > hours, and

hours.

r.' --
e..)
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PURPOSE

DTI E-

- To have the Children review whatthey have'learned about
amount measures in 'previous sections.

- To introduce the measurement of time as another type of
amount measure.

- To improve understanding of the relations between various
standard units Of time.

- To reinforce the concept of the density of the rational
numbers.

To have the children discover the necessity and usefulness
of the three hands (hour, minute and second) or a standard
twelve-hour elock.

COMMENTARY

This section has -tin-M-1-6§-1-6fir. L'endn-9-provides-a-lorief---.'"A"*
review of-amount measures and of the usefulness of scaling,
and then introduces the measurement of_time as another kind
of amount measure. By means of-scaled-up lines on a'Time
Chart, the children use fractions to gain an understanding of
the relatioao-A-tiazia-staradard 44infii-1.4a4t44-41ay.r.-hour..-
minute, second, and tenth-:second. They learn that anhour
is one twenty-fourth of a day; a minute is one sixtieth of
an hour; a second is one sixtieth of a minute; and that a
second can be subdivided into tenths of a second. Straight
number lines are used, as well as a clock face, to rein-
force the understandirigs.

In Lesson 10 thes-children construct a paper clock that has
,hour, minute and second hands on it. They come to see the
need and use for each hand. Their measurements of dura-
tions are refined to tenths of a second.

I.

When work with this section is concluded, the children should
see that even such small fractions as those representing
tenths of a second could be,'subdivided again and again. The

o

7G 69
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eivresaLemvsia,:bi...4 elakook.acrauswal

C

idea that-i-no-matter-how-sriiall-a-fractiorral-urrit-may-be, it
can be partitioned into innumerable smaller ones, is important
in understandin4 fractions . 'This concept (the density (Ara-
tional numbers) should, be emphasized repeatedly. The chil-
dren are not expected to be able to say, "Rational numbers
are dense; " or "There is, an infinite number of fractions," buts,
they should be able to hypothesize that there are many many
other fractions between any two they study.

(

a
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Les son-9-:----TI-ME---AN-AMOU-NT-MEASURE*.

The purposes of this lesson are:

- to piovide a brief review of Counting and amount measures .

- to introduce timeas an amount measure

- to develop an understanding of the concept of the density
of fractions.

In Activity A the children review the main concepts about
amount measure by completing worksheets.' The emphasis
is on the idea that whole numbers are not always adequate
for measuring amounts.

Activity B is a diversion from .fractions, but it is necessary
to prepare the children for the next activity. It is very brief,
being merely a discussion of a

is
cartoon that reminds

the children what scaling-up is .

Scaling-up has been dond with each unit of time on the work-
sheet used in Activity C. This worksheet, or Time Chart,
enables the children to compare time lines- that represent a
day, hour, minute, and second. Relationships between the
time units are emphasized. Iri the process ; the children's
comprehension of the density of points on a_ number line is
increased.,.

MATERIALS

-- for each child

- Worksheets 28 through 32

magnifier

- ruler

71
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Worksheet 28
Unit 22 Name

Set A

Is the Amber of things In Set A
equal to the number of things in Set B?

SetuB

Is the amount of cheese in Set A
equal to the amount of cheese in Set B?' no

Is the weight of Set A equal to the
weight of Set B? 110

Is weight a counting measure
0

or an amount measure? 04/0 voi- measure.
6., Could we use whole numbers to
describe all weIghts?---4-0

Besides whole numbers, what her
kind of numbers do we need? i t oh $

.0.

72

.6"

Worksheet- 29-

Unit 22 Name

Set A

Set B C r 1,;)

Are hue counting measures
of Set A and Set II equal? r6Are the amount measures
of Set A and Set B equal? 11 6

Is length a counting measure
/2eaor an amount measure? OM 0 11 I

Do whole numbers describe
all lengths?

Set C Set D

Is the meg of an angle a
counting measure or an amount measure?CMOO tit

Besides whole numbers, what other
kind of numbers did we need? 1-ra ITS

Worksheet 30
Unit 22 7 Name

Ruby Robin fees for .5 hours.

Rosie Robin flew for I hour.

AY__Which bird flew for a longer time?-L
How much longer? IF hours.

When a measure tells you how,much, it is an

anillOnt- measure.



Activity A

Have the children complete-Worksheets 28, 29 and 30 as a
class. Whenevernecessary, refer to previous activities to
refresh the children's memories. Throughout the dismission,
emphasize the idea thatto describe amount measures ade-
quately, fractions as well as whole ;lumbers are necessary.

---Thec-h-iisiren should notice that each-set on Worksheets 28
and 29 has.a counting measure of one. Does this mean that
the amount measure of each set is the same? Not neces-
sarily; there may

area
several amount measures (such as vol-

ume, weight, area ariklength) that all describe a set. There-
fore, on these worksheets, amount measures are shown that
differ obviously fbr the two sets given On a sheet.

Worksheet 30 introduces the notion of time measurement as an
amount measure. This idea will be emphasized in-Activity C.

Acti ity B

Provide each child with a magnifying glass. Then have the
children turn to Worksheet 3I The.purpbse of this worksheet
is to remind the, children what scaling' up is 6 and does. (They
\will appreciate its usefulness more in Activity C ,)

lksk the children to pretend that the'detective in the cartoon/
has found a very old stone tablet of some kind. He thinks
that the markings on the tablet may reveal something very
interesting, but he has not been abAe to make out what they
.s& y. However, he hopes that there May be something he can
figUre out on the last line of the tablet.

Have the children look through their magnifiers at the same
linethe detective is examining. /Ask them to describe what
they see. (They will see a line segment labeled AB'. They
may note that it look-s lumpy, and no separate points on the
line can be seen,;

Now say that when the detectivelused a more powerful. magni-
fier, he discovered that line segment AB was made up of a

73
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number of equally spaced
dots or points. He was
very disappointed and
said, "Why 'this doesn't
help me at all!"

Coriclude the discussion
by eliciting froM the chil7
drenthat using a magni-/
fier is one means of
scaling up; something so
that you can see,lit, and
perhaps work with it,
better. Sayq that you
think they , 'at, least, will
see how useful and help-
ful scaling 'up can be__
when they do the next ac-
tivity.' a

Activity C

This discussion activity
is built around Work-
sheet 32, the Time Chart.
Before class, look this
chart over in a Student
Manual. Keep in mind its two chief purposes:

11orksheet 31
Unit 22

. to have the children see how the various .units of time
measurement are related in terms' of fractions, and

to lead them to an undei-standing of the density of fracti63':,

From their own experience , the child en are acquainted With
such time terms as day, hour, minute and second. From
previous MINNEMAST work in Units 124ind 19, they are alsib
familiar with time lines like those used on the Time Chart. ;2

Therefore, the children should be able to contribute substan--:
tally to the discussion. The less familiar points that you
will want to elicit, when working with the Time Chart, are
listed at'the top of page 76.

8
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Points to elicit:

that time is measu
are necessary in

ed with- an amount measure and fraCtiqns-------- N
.:---:-.,--sing amount meisures.. ---_, ,,,-:.- . ,

..0---c

that I day consis s of'24 smaller equal fractional-p-atts,
each of which is hour.

that I hour---consi is of ,60 stil-l-smaller eqUal fractional` -
parts , each of-w- ich is I minute. _

that i minute consists of 60 even smaller equal fractional:___ _-
parts, each of whicrLis I seed!

.-
that. I second con.sis-ts--of -yet smaller equal fraptiona,li,
parts , each-of-Which is a tenth of a secorid/ ----'

'------

,- -th-al even so small a unit as ons-t-ept-if-Of'a second.co.uld
/. ---- ,.

-------be subdivided again and agarnr?aridthat this process ,
could go on endless-1Y./-,-

a

-Each-child will ne?1,a magnific .to,..okarFritietiThe lines G, F
and I, to see e '-need for scaling up. Each child should-a-l-g6
have a gencif and a ruler. When these 'are pro,v-ided-,-ask the
children to turn to Worksheet 32 and unfold it.__ _ - _-

. ------- ,

Begin the activity by-a-slang the children to irit-ifyjthe _Nivoik-
. sheet a_ s a-Tim-e Chart consisting of number liKes that are
called "time lines." Ask if the number line atOurid,the clock _.

,, face is also,a.tirre line. "(Yes, but it's in the shape bf a
N

cirdle.) w __ _ -- ,_, \

Now tell tlie children that, as a Class; they ere going to
discuss the time-lineS , one line at a
through the following procedure, vat.ying-it wherever you see
fit:.

Time lin,e

Have this 'line fdehtified-a- rFtimsenting the duration of
day.

--What is missing fprii line A? What do we need to show on
this line? (FraCtional parts representing the bouts.)

O t,



\
---;'-- /Tme. line B.

, 1

. 1
l'i) ..4'-'----------------TSIIITS-Iiiire-th-e same- length as line A? ( cis, ii has not

i __been_scaleel-up-)- 1 i
itHow is it different from A? (It shoals a du y.tiort of 1 day._,--

----
intonto 24 equal fractional parts acpart iepre-

sents--1 hur1- ,, A

%

1, xHave the children check a few-of the 24 parts\,.with a rulei-
'...;to see if they are equal':

.With pencils ;have each child mark, off each fr ction with
a_curved. ari-ow-arid label it lappropriately-i-Iike- hi-s-:---__--.

:%
..--', 1 -- 2 1 A,. 4

51

, B _.
1,0_0--,---- (TOO 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00

--Midnight

Z: oel 4
.r

-Elicit-these relationship§;
_

1. day,= 24 hours
_ - uour -

24 day
--

Direct attention to the numerals below line A. The children
should c'ee that each point on the line each fraction fiom
37-1; (midnight) to -21 (midnightia_g_ain) repre-sents a- tim
0

_-that can be read on the clock face., They should note th t:

Th tt f --e-ciration-frbm 2.4 24to is onlyionce around the clock
and is therefore only 22-. day. The hours in this duration
are called A.M. hours.

"Ilho duration from a to i4 is alsO once around the clock
andrepresents the 0,ther * day. This is the duration from
noon to midnight, the P.M. hours of the day.

Give some practice having the children associate the
fractions above the line with clock time by asking what
time it is at such durations as 1- from , 14 from -9-z4Z4and so on.

C)
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.

Time line C.

,

.

Have the children use rulers to check the length of this
line with the length of any hour on line 13, and see if it
has been scaled up or down. (No, it is the same length
as'any of the 24 hours represented on line B.)

Have the children use magnifiers to see the need for
scaling up in order to discern the fractional parts.

8 '

i

.

,



Time line D.

What has happened here? (Line C has been scaled up.
The separate points are visible.)

Is there room now to write in the 60 fractional parts of
this line? (No, it has to be scaled up more.)

Time line E.

What is this line? (It's time line ,D scaled up so that
the 60 equal fractional parts of an hour, the 60 minutes ,

- could be seen better and be labeled.)

It still represents only hour, only 24 of line B.

Elicit these relationships:

I hour = 60 minutes

I minute = hour
60

1

Using the nurr4rals under...the line, the children should
see that the duration re resented for each a hour repre-
sents a duration of .5 minutes.

a

Time lines t', G and H.
. ;

.

Have the childi:en examine and discuss each of these lines
in the same manner .a. they did lines C, D and E. They

. .. should check to-,$,ee that line F is the same length as 6+3
of line E. Then.they,should see the need for scaling up,. ..,.

. and io on. t
.
TMy should establish these relationships: .

A. ,

I minute' , 60 seconds
1

0

<,I second =
6--minute

s .

Time lines 1 and J. .

e

Have the children examine and discuss these' lines in the
same way they did the hour an.d minute lines.

o u

.
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Elicit and emphasize the fact that line J could be scaled up
still further to show even smaller partitionings of time units.
Do this by asking the children intohow many more fractional
parts each second could be divided or by asking how long
this process okpartitioning could go on. Acceptable an-
swers for this age group are, "We could go on partitioning
forever and exer," or. We could find 'Many, many more
fractfons in between these,. if we scaled' up more."

You 'might-like to use the chalkboard to record the children's
summary of the time relationships they have found.. You
might also wish to live them reiterate that t4ne measurement
is an amount measurement, and to discus's the value of
scalin6

Save copies of Worksheet 32 for the next lesson.

80
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NOTE( The materials` used in this activity and in the next
lesson could be u_s_e_d_tb_gi_v_e_the Childre_n_practice in clock
reading' skirls. With-their-inereased-understanding of how
the different time-measuring units relate to each otheit, the
children's clock-readings should be more meaningful than the
rote method used by many children to tell time:

HoNkever, clock-reading is not a purpose of this unit. Only
you can. decide whether your class should have this extra
reinforcement at this point or not. If you would like to pro-
vide practice clock- reading, see Lesson 11 (pages 57-61)
of Unit 19. There.yoU will find suggestions for helping the
children distinguish betwe9ri A.M. and P.M , and some ideas
for worksheetd. In fact, you may even discover that you have
kept some worksheets for "use later in the year," as was sug-
gested in Unit 19. These could be used now..

.



Lesson 10: TENTHS OF A SECOND

'The purposes of the lesson are:

- to have the children discover the usefulness of measuring
events of short duration

- to provide practice in making and recording such measure-
ments .

to improve their understanding of the standard twelve-hour
clock

- to learn that a standard unit of time, as well as a numeral,
is necessary in specifying a duration.. .\

The children discuss and see the necessity for fractions that
,represent very short durations-of time. They learn to recog-
nize and record these fractions. Then, With the help of a
Stop watch, they see and record the time takein by each of
several runners to cover h short distance. The races are in-
tentionally designed to be run in the classroom where it would
be impractical to have more than one child running at a time.
This sets up a need for the-stop watch and for working with .
seconds and tenths of a second.

Du 'rig this lesson the children cut but second, minute and
hou hands from a worksheet and fasten them to.a_paper clock
fa e. As they learn how each hand measured time in relation
to the other' hands, they see the necessity and economy of
having three hands on the clock. (If there were only one
hand, a twelve-hour clock would have 3600 equal fractional
parts/just to represent the minutes and seconds in one hour!)
The ideas presented are clOsely associated withthe density
concepts of the previous lesson. In fact, all of the activities
of this lesson are practical applications of the work the chil-
dren did with the Time Chart.

MATERIALS

- I stop watch (borrow, from principal or physical education
teacher)
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masking tape

-- for each child --

, Worksheet 32 from Lesson 9

Worksheet 33

I brass fastener

scissors

pencil

PREPARATION

0 .

Befoi-e class, place a strip of masking tape near the front of
the room. This will be the starting line fonthe races the chil-
dren will be running. In line with this , place another strip of
tape at the back of the room. This will be the finish line.
The distance between the start and finish lines should not be
more than fifteen feet. The finish line should be located at a
safe distance from the wall and from ether obstructions.

PROCEDURE'

Activity A

Ask the children to look at their Time Charts from the previous.
lesson and have them discuss whether or not such a small
unit of time as one-tenth of a second,,is useful. They should
be able to suggest a number of uses. For example: timing a
snap of the fingers, timing a wink of the eye, timing the click
of a camera shutter, deciding who won, at track events, and
deciding a close finish of any sort.

Have th e children discuss the possibility of- measuring time in
even smaller Units, such as those they might insert between
the tenths of a second on time line J. The children should see
that they can partition the tenths again and again, especially
if they scaled up the line. However, they. may ncit.know of
any need for such tiny time measurements; so you may wish
to tell them that some scientists use,special clocks that can
measure a millionth, or even a decillionth, of a second. -Suc'h

I,
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clocks can measure a duration much much smaller than a wink
of the eye or a snap of the lingers.

Now bring out the stopwatch and show the children how it
works. Explain that it is. called a,";stop" watch because it
can be stopped at any point. Then 'direct their attention to
the clock face on their Time ChartS. Discuss the numerals-
found on the inner circle. Have the children compare the
second intervals with those on timeline-1i. Discuss the rela-
tionshiPs between time line H and the circular number line on
the clock face.

Next have the children
turn to the clock face on
Worksheet 33. .Expldin
that this is a larger ver-
sion of the clock on the
Time. Chart. Have them
cup Dut the second hand
and attach it to the cen-
ter of the clock face
with a brass fastener:

When the children Wave
done this , explain that
as you count ,off seconds,
using the stop watch,
you want them. to rotate
the second hand on their
"clocks". They are to
start with the second
hand at zero. If you
wish, you may count
off the first ten and the
last ten, giving the
children a chance to
set their second hands
accordingly. When all
the children have ro-
tated the second hand
once around their clocks ,
ask if they could express

Worksheet 33
Un I t 22 Clock

I2

HOURS> I. MINUTES> 1- SECONDS

r
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"sixty seconds" using. a different standard time unit. They
should' see.that one complete rotation of the second hand is
-equivalent to one minute. Have them check this on the Time
Chart, if necessary.

Ask the children to rotate the second hand froM zero to .seven.
Then ask them to move the hand to seven and three-tenths
secbnds. Check their work and have them discuss reasons
for pointing the second hand as they did. They should see
that each second is divided into ten equal parts, and that each

\ of these parts represents one-tenth of a second. Give addi-
tional practice by having the children rotate the second hand,
to several other points, using seconds and tenths of seconds.
They should now be able to record on their clocks any durations
that willoccursin connection with the races in the next activity.

Activity B

Show the children the start and finish lines on the classroom
floor. Say that five children are going to run this distance,
one at a time. You will use the stop watch to find out how
long it takes each child to run this distance. Each student
will then mark the runner's name next to the point on the clock
that shows how many seconds and tenths of seconds it took
for' him to run the race.

Select five children to do the running. Place yourself near "
the finish line. When you say "Go" andstart the watch, the
first runner should run. Stop the watch as soon as he reaches
the finish line. Have another child read, the stop watch and-
tell the class how many seconds and tenth§ of seconds it took
this first runner to run the race. (Be sure to hold the,° stop
watch yourself at all times, as it is a preclSion inetrument
and can be easily damaged.) Each child should now, record
the name of this first runnier- near the appropriate point on his
clock face. Continue this procedure for all five runners."
When all five students have raced, have the children look at
their clocks and tell you who won.

Depending on class interest, you may want to have other
groups ofchildren run the race, too.

9 '



Activity C
G.

Ask the class why standard clocks (like their classroom clock)
have more than one hand. What problem's might there .be if
they had just a second bandt-or just:a.minute hand, or just an
hour hand? Encourage the children to look at their clock faces
and Time Charts as you elicit and discuss these ideas:

(I) If there were only a second hand on the clock,' it would
be very difficult to keep track of how many minutes or
hours had gone by since zero.

(2) If there were only a minute hand, each of the sixty units
would represent one minute. To tell seconds, people
would have to divide the minute units into sixty equal
parts. The points would be so close together that they
could not be seen.

(3) If there were only an hour hand, each of the twelve hours
would have to be divided into sixty equal parts to show
the minutes, as on time line E. To show seconds, each
of those minutes on time line E would have to be. divided

.to sixty equal parts again. Obviously, a_clock would
have to be extremelyiarge to show so many fractional
parts. It would not be practical to havP such large icks.

Ask the children hovi; this problem was solved. (By putting
three hands on the clock: one to keep track of the hours , one .
to keep track of the minutes, and one to keep track of the sec-
onds.)

Have the children now cut out the hour and minute hands from
Worksheet 33 and fasten them in place., Ask them to put the
hour liana beneath the minute hand and the second hand on top
of the minute hand.

All .hands should be pointed to zerb. The children should ro,
`tate the second hand one complete revolution. When they have
done this, they should move the minute hand to one minute.
Have thp children do this several times, or as many times as
you think necessary.
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Indicate that when the second .hand completeS sixty revolutions.,
the minute hand. wilt have completed one full revolutio , and

.the hour hand win be pointing to. ro. . If youWisli,:.d scUss the 4

'relative speeds of these hands as demonstrated th clash
Clock *that is , each time the second hand makes one cotri.
plete revolution the hour hand inves.ona,.twelfth of a revolu-
ton*: Do not dwelP on the SpeCific, details of the relationghips
if the children are having difticultY.in understanding them.

*
It a

Tell the children to set their'dlodks to show "a duration .of
one. " Thy will cProbably.be,cCnfused and not know'Which
cli9k hand to move." Ask Why they can't decide. .In the
ensuing. discussion, elicit and emphasize this idea': The

, numeral aSsigne;' to am amount measurement, such as the
measurement of time, Jas no meaning unless one knows what

' unit df,measure is beingitsed.. When speaking of a &nation,
is neeessarto specify the unit, thus: 1 hour, I minute,

Vsecond, 1 5clay,51 I: Month, I year, etc. ,

Th4 bonqiudes,;the Work-the-children nee-d.to do with time
measurement for thepurpOse of thit unit. If you Wish to
provide more clock- reading activities, refer to the note at
the end of teison

C
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To introduCe the .measurement of area as: an amount measure.
'requiring the. us e of, fractions. \

--__,, . .--
, .

-- To haVe. t children work with this new amount measure and
associa e t eir area measurements with points on the,riuniker

.

4

i

..

COMM

line.

To:have the children devi e and use a methpd for Solvi.ng
.

problems that involves fr ctional ,parts Sets.

r

Th 4o :lessons in this section consist mainly of haying the
chi en complete worksheets. In Lesson. I I some of the
w

i ,

or 'beets review previous work with fractiO s in measure i
ments not connected with area. Then the chil reh go or/ to 'do
Workihe'ets, that require them to partition vario6s geom lc,
drawings, into equal fractional parts and label /the part

VI0

In Lesson I 2 the children are given problem in story form..
These stories, on their worksheetS, require them to f nd a

. way to partition amount measures of various kinds. -Then,
on/other worksheets:, they_put this method to use. 1

r
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Lesson I I: AREA-' AN AMOUNT MEASURE

The purposes Of this lesson are:

= to develop the' concept of area as an amount measure

to compare area to other amount measures

- to associate area measurement with points on the .number
line

- to review basic notions of fractions to relation to the
partitioning, of a unit of measure.

o

In Activity A the. children discover that the area of a two-
dimensional figure (also considered to be a set) remains
unchanged when the figur,e is divided into parts. This is
in contrast to the counting measure of the same ,set which
does change when subdivided.' This let-s.the children see
that area measurement possesses, properties similar to
other amount measures they have studied.

In Activity B the children complete a set df worksheets to
review several basic notions 'of fractionS in relation to the
partitioning of a wholeunit. Ikgain, the amount measure
being discussed (that ofarea) is associated with the number
line.

MATERIALS

- Worksieets 34 through 40
.

crayons

.7" scissors

PROCEDURE

Activity A,

Have the children tear_Worksheet 34 'from their Student
Manuals . Ask them to cut Square A carefUlly from the bottom

Qi
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of the worksheet. Then have them dpmpare the area of Square A
with-that of Square, B. by 4placing A 'on B. Since,there is no' over-
lapping, and the squares appear to'he the same size, They can

4.be said to have the same area. . 7

-- Establish the fact that each square is a set with a counting
measure of one. Then ask: -

IF YOU CUT UP THE SET, SQUARE A, Wb/Uf..D YOU CHANGE
THE COUNTING MEASURE sY.OUR.SET?, (Yes.)

WOULD YOU CHANGE THE AMOUNT.MEASURE OF YOUR
SET? (No.)

To show the children that the amount measure would not change,
have them cut Square A on the dotted lines. When they have
done this , .ask: 1

WHAT IS THE, COUNTING MEASURE OF SETA NOW?' (FoUr.)

Reiterate the fact that the counting measure of the 'set has
cha'nged from -one object to four objects. Ther;psk:,

. I
`HAVE. YOU _CHANGED THETOTAL-AREA __OF_SET-A.?____HOW-CANL___
YOU TELL?

Let the children speculate. Encourage them to give reasons for
their statements. Eventually some child-will probably place'
the, pieceS of Square A on Square B too show that the total area
of the four pieces .appears to be the same as the area. of Square
B. Comparison.by superposition is a valid method of comparing .

areas,in which qUantifidation is not necessary.

IS AREA AN AMOUNT MEASURE,OR A COUNTING MEASURE?
(An amount measure.)

Compare-area to other amount measures such as weight and,
length. -The-children_shoulad remember that the.total length of
an object was unchanged if that object was cut up,

12"

It

0

12"
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They should alsb recall that the same comparison can be made
with weight measurements:

. W of I cup W Of 1 cup

Briefly review the idea that fractional parts of units were
needed to describe 'adequAtely the amount measures studied
so far. Ask the Aildren to Speculate abbtit whether fractional

, numbers .will also he required to describe the amount measure
of area adequately. Ask if it-is possible:to describe the area
of a section of Square A using only whole numbers. (No.)
Theii-say: .

WHAT KIND OF NUMBER IS NEEDED TO DESORIBETHE AREA
OF:ONE PIECE OF SQUARE A? (A fraction.)

01

WHAT FRACTION CO= WE GIVE TO EACH PIECE OF
SQUARE A? (One-fourth.) WHY? (Because th:whole4unit

cr:of-ttros-e

e-

(.1

0

equal .parts.)

Activity B

This actiyity involves a series of worksheets that review
several of the,.baSic ideas already' consicleied in this unit.
The exampleS on the workshOts are limited to fractional partg'
of,a single4whole. These bagic ideas about fractions will be
extended in the nWI,esson to include. fractional parts of sets
containing, more than just one object..

The amountof heli:vneeded with Worksheets 35 through 40 will
'vary-frcim'child to child. You may want to introduce all' the
worksheets briefly.and then give individual help where needed.

OrtWorksheet 35, the - children should be able to determine
whether ,or not a figure is labeled correctly... Notice that two

- of the figures are divided into equivalent parts, but labeled
indorrectly (There are five .mislabelingsaltogether.)

"

-4
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',WOrkaiteet 36
Unit 22 Name

. ,Whatcfractional part of each Citc le is shaded'
Write the fraction next tg, each circle.*

Example:

94

On Worksheet 36, the .children are required to write the
fraction corresponding tOthe amount Of shaded area on
several circular shapes. They should have little trouble
with this worksheet.'
i . ..Worksheets 37 and 38 are designed to 4ssociate fractional
units of area with points on a number line. When the chil-.
dren have finished these worksheets , discuss their answers..
Worksheet 38 can be correctly colored in many different ways.
Encourage diverse responses. .

Worksheets 39 and 40 are to be done individually by the chil-
dren. The children are then to check answers with a partner.
If they cannot agree, they should consult you. These-work,-
sheets could be.done during free time.

"ei
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Worksheet 37
Unit 22 Name

. '

.Circle the point on the number
represents" the shaded arm-of each

--,
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S"

.1 tee that
drawing.
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Worksheet" 38
"Unit 22 Name

.

47^
,Label Lint A on each number Line with.a fraction,:
.Co lor the area of each figure that matcHi thy

fraction you gave to point A.
. .

,,,,J
0 di

< . .

. >

..
. .

'',,
r,/ -'

O. . A I
.

2

5

' -.4..,- ,, ,,, ,7, ..-

f .

:-.;.-_-=:- 2--

ort-t,i,.-4,
<1,y,

o ..
, -.,z,1 I i 1 1>N. viv .

Morcsneet 39 .
t 22 :Name

I. Choose a pni2tiiir.
2. Color one part of ttie et reit).
3,. lIes much of the

circle did yoil.cblor? 4,3
4. 'Find that ,po int on the plusher line.

O
,

b

5. Label the point.

6. Color three parts
..ofthis circle.

-..v
7. How much of the

circle did you color? If ' Y

Find' that point on the nuraget lint.
9. e

O T
-.< I t # t

A

rN

9. Label the point.
10. Do you and ypur partner
o

77

have, the sainefitnswers?'

A.,

Worksheet 40
Unit 22 N'ime

'Choose a' partner. .*

Label .poicit A ott the number line.

o :2
.

S. What traction did
2, ..

jou write at point A? b) 3
4. toter that much

ofo the circle.

5. ,,,Llibel plaint n onithe.number,,line

11

< 1" 1' I 1

0
7. 15 ,36. ,What frnetio(i.ditl

,-you write al 'Point-117_4F_
7. Color that much 4

of the el ryle. .

8. Po you and your partner have the same answers?

95
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Lesso 12: FRACTIONAL PARTS OF'SETS

,The pui-ppses of thisUisen are:

a

tom, eye the children devise a method for solving problems.
that-Involve fractional parts of sets.

to have them use this methdi (of Partitioning amount
,Ineasures-: -

In Aotimity A the children are given some problems in -story- -
form. TeOfin-cl solutions to the prOblem they must find a way -

to partition' en amount measure of one-kind or another (weight,
length, area, etc.) Worksheets` in Activity Bqprcivide prac-
tice in using the method they 'here developed.

MATERIALS .

Worksheets 41 through 51
.

p:encils

v. PROCEDURE,

96

AZtivily-A-77
The worksheets used in:this activityeach pose a ptoblern in
story form. Depending on the ability of your class,, you May
wis to have children take turns reading '1-16 stories or you
may wish to read them yourself as the children follow along
in their Student Manuals

Begin with Worksheet"41. Read, or have itread, to the class.
Then ask the children, to deviSe a'method for solving the
problems on the worksheet. ,Thefollowing procedure can be
Used for solving problems of this type. '.

Problem:. 3 of 16 squares = how many squares?

Step I With a Mark', show the number of squares (16) on
the number line.



A

ass

,

Step 2*--7 Divide the units on the number lihe into .4 equal parts:.

1r

1

Step 3 Determine the- number,that represents ;3 of,thoSe:4
equal parts: .

a
Step 4 C- OnOlude that 71-. of L6 = 2.

Therefore, of 16 squares 12 squares-.

The children can complete the rest:of the fivprksheetS in this

dun-The last
activity in groups or you cando 'Several .class
activity and have the children work indivially.O
few. . . , '-, -

...

Activity `B

The wOrks:.....,-.ets in thiCactivity were designed.to. provide a
reasonable indication of how well the children understand
the basic notion of fraotions-. Have thechildren complete
Worksheets 48 through 51. Encourage them to.use the
diagram and number lines ,provided- to help them solve the
equations.. Worksheet, 5 t.may prove diffidiflt for some ohil-

'.dren. When the children..have completed these worksheets,
discus_ s their answers. 'You may want to use -the flannel
board and some cutouts during this discussion. .

Wurkhm,r141
Unit 22 `Name

The Block Family

Just (orlon, pretend that Once upon a time
there was a family made of blocks. The members
of the Bias.* family all had bodies made of squares.

Papa BloCk was the largest. His body was made
of 16 squares%

Magma Block'e'body was the size of Papa's.

'Junior flock's body was 1 the size of Papa's.

Baby BioCkis body was the size of Paw's.

Remember that Papa'i body = 16 squares. Mark
that point on the number line on the nextopage.

, -

. Then use the number'llne to find out how many
sluares Mamma, Junior and Baby Block had.

_

.8Mmma's body = of Papa's body: .

2 of 16 squares = Y-2/ squares.

Junior's body = of Papa's body.

Of 16 squares = aqbares.

_ o
Baby'. body =

4 eof-P;IT body.

I of 16 squares = squares.

Q.

0

0

0

O

Worksheet 41, page 2
- Unit 22

4

:14
- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T. 8 910 11 12 13 14 15 16, 17 18

A

Find the body that belong to each member of

the Block family and mark the na under it

C .1

a

1

oPscAla BasY

O
O
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Worksheet 42
Unit 22 Name

Drake, the Dragon' (Length)
.7.

Drako. -the dragon, Was known far and wide for
his great fire-shooting power'and for his tery bad
temper..

.7

when Drako was very angry. he would shoot fire
from his mouth for a distance of 12 feet.

when he was only mildly angry, Drako would
shoot fire for only. two-thirds (I) of this distance.

Eveniwhen he was no"t nitgry tat all, Drake was .

grumpy and would shoot 1'1re:4e-fourth .-:(1) as Kir
as he would when he was very angry.

0, 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10 11

feet .

0es. the number line to answer Ate questions on
the next page. -

worksheet ,,43
ti -22 '. Name

Griseida, the Glop (Length)

Griselda was a'greedy glop. She was shaped
. Just Iike n pancake and could spread out Just like
a-pancake too.

Grlselda ate-everything she could. When she
found n basket of berries and ate them all, the

'greedy little animal spread out "nntil she "was six
. Inches wide;

When she found only a few 5.011 fish to eat.
she was two-thirds as wide 131'.,

'when. ease found nothing to eat, she was only
one-half fil as wide asishe Was after eatfag n11
the berries. At times-like that, Griseida felt
very sorry for herself. Poor Gl'iseldrii

Greedy Griseitia

,

98
a

10

4 5

Wokslieet 42, page 2
Unit 22 . '

0

When Drako was very-angry. he shot fire 12 feet.

,16

,C

When Drake was mtitily angry, he shot fire of
his angrrdistance.

of 12 feet = feet
3

, When Dealt() was grumpy, he shot fire, of his
angry distance.

of 12 feet = 3 feet
4

liorkstiet 43, page 2
Oil t 22

0 1 2 3. 4 5

After she atc.,the berries, GriseIdri was
VO, inches wide.

After she ate a few small fish, Griseldn was
-'211s wide.

2 of 42 inches = T inches

After she hadnothIng at all to eat, Griseldn
was as-wide. .

of Linches

3

-4
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Workbheet 444":

Unit

1

A Nene ,
01

$1 inky SI im, the'S1 !poring Snake

SI inicy Slim, a slithering snake, liked to coat

funny fat little, animals called frodes because
they tasted do good to him. Dut.one little (rode..
Fri tzy, saw-the snake coming. He ran dl I around
the pond when Slinky Slim was searching, to warn
the other frodes:

. C

"Run fon your I Ives , Frock's." Fr itay ye' fed:

"or hide where SI inky Sinn can't ,find you." .

All the fat little frodes hid behind it big lip
rock near the edge of the pond. They. could see
Silky Slim, but he could not see them. Upw they
'WOO when week went" ky, and Slinky Srim had
not found n Single (rode (a eat.

"Slinky Slim,hns lost one fifth (51 of of
weight this week. Goody, seedy:" they laughed.

The next week. Slinky Slim" lost another
one.fifth (1) of what he used to weigh. -

5
,

This time the Kam 'title (codes had an
extrd-special celebration .4cause Milky Slim
left to find n bet ter hunting gEound.

,

Works'heet 45

'Unit 22 Name

the Sailfish (Angle)

'Sally. the sailfish, had the most beautiful
dorsal fin of any of the fish in the ocean.

All the other fish were Jealous of Sally's
beautiful fin, .especially because she was always
bragging about the_max-ofit.

Sane of tie 'other fish decided to have a
beauty contest. The fish whose fin had the
greatest mag would by. the winner. They hoped to
find a fish with a f in of greater swag than Sally's.

Did they find one? You will have to measure
the sag of kith fin to find Out. ,

Here are the fins in the beauty contest.

A

a

gal

Worksheet 44; hat. Z
Unit ZZ

Slinky SI im'weighed5 Pounds when the frOdes
hid behind the milt.'

. .

During the first week. Slinky IoittPeunds.

5
of 5 pounds = 1 pounds.

Duiing the second week, Slinky lost 14' pounds.

5
of 5 pos =---LpOundin.

tr
pounds

- 0 1 2 3

1061

Worksheet 45. page 2
Unit Zg Jr/ .5

0

1.:./ tbe,
%.., a_

meg of Silly's fin = 7 hours

MIK of Julius' f,in = . 2i hours

Sias of Reginald'. fin = 0 hours

kliasCbf Dorerte.Aitu:_j_hours

Meg of Bei iod..!a fin . df hours

Which fin won? .

Sally's f in was what fractIonal part of Hettinald's?.---

1 2

hours

3 4 5

M.
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Worksheet 46
Vint 22 Name

Frittery Fribble, aFrivolons Fish (Volume),

. Fritter/ Fribble, a frivolous fish, lived in a
deep, cool "lake iher* the wind always seemed to be

,blowing.
The high waves made It hard for Frit ier3 Fribb- le

(who was lazy's') well as frivolous) to do as much
sun bathing is he liked. But,ont day he found a
I I ttle creek that connected the deep21,ki to a
shallow pond.

. fitterYFribble 1 iked (the warmsunny pond so
thtt he tritteted and_fribbled and., frivoledwelt

I tfoi two 'whole week!.
But each 'day e. r.ctIced goWoethlni.strange"

was happening -- the porel.wai. getting shallower encl.
shallower. The alai was dying up the pond:

ay. the &pd or the first 'week, the pondlad lost
one-fourth (4) of,,lis volume of Water.

Anclby the °Mot' the second week, the pond had
lost.sanothir one-half (.11 of

Frittery de'orded he had
had enough sith'bthing .for
a while and should go Bose
and visist his friends. But
when he tried to swim out
Of 'the pond, he found that
the creek" had completely
dried up. The' was no way.
to Owns home.

st

the water t_used to have.
Sot Ft(m.0"ts./
IVtVihm

worksheet 47
Unit 22 Name'

Mr. Raafoot's
a
Walk from Town "abaci'

Mr, Rostock was carrying eroceries home from
town. The walk him 4 hours and he was very

e

"'What tookaou so lens? Didn't you knowI
. was in a hurry for the sugar? I wanted to bake

cookies for you," Mrs,,. Ragfoot said.
.

"Carrying that bag"of sugar was. part of sly
' -trouble," Mr. Ragfoot said. "It slowel me down,

and .1 had other troubles besides.,
"1 spent on-half of the timewalking

a very steep hill%
"Then a.big whlie dog chased me for one-fourth til

of the time, and I really hneto go like the wind -
to,keep hir off, my heels.

"When the dog went away, I got a thorn in my
foot, and it has been there one-fourth (11 of the
time."

Mrs. iteetooitem
Sorry fort her husband. She

I. quickly removed the thorn" *
and baked up a batch of
cookies as as she
Could.

Thenbkhe ant down
and began to wonder why
her husband hadn't Stopped
to take the thorn out of ,
his foot.

100
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Worksheet 46, page 2
Unit 22

Fr Ibblewas train lc(
Then a very lug ed. started

lo r61n. Ahd it rainediand it rat and it rained.
Soon the creek was, full of water again, and frivolous
Frtitiry FrIbb4 swam home.*

After thet,.he was nevepIlagain quite so foolish
'a or frivolous, or so fond of (sunbathing

The potid.had 40 gallons of
Waterto start with.

gallons of water dried
up duiIng the firit reek.

4
1,0,of 40 gallons =gallons

10 gallon; of water dried
up during the second Seek.

I of-40 gallons eaagallOns2

40

20

0 gallons
.4

Y

N

Wo rksheet 17, page 2
'Unit 22

Next shebegen° tbwonder how many hours her
husband had spent walking up the hill, how long
he was .chased by the dog, and how long he bad the

his foot: Will you help her tIeure-It
out?

Mr."Ragfoot Walked g' hours.

Mr. Ragfoot walked uphill .for of hours,

or ob hours.

Mr. Reigtoot wig chased by a dogfor 4`ot."4-

or_d_hours.

I4g Ragtoot walked witlya thorn in his foot -

fOr of_t_hours, ord_hours.'

1017
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aMerlfshmet 48:
Unit 22 -;,... . /
Fill in the blanks.
If you need help, usethe number

. ,

..*
Name -

a.

. 4".

lines. . .

iof

. R
'1

8 pounds =J.:abounds
. a

.̀  ..0...
i of 6 fett = 4:2-;-. feet

1 foot , 1

1 lb. 1 lb. 1.,11;'. 1 foot- : l
' I , 1 foot 1.

:
.

, . '1 foot I.
1.11bj

: Oa 1(I. 4.1

11 lb.I il lb. I iti. I . . t toot . I

2 3 4 5 6 7' 8
I

177', .1 foot. . j V
..

,.0 11.2 '3 4 5 6
1

I I i 1 f> 4(1, I 4 t t. 4-4-)

, i of
.

.1.1

..
0 1 2.3(fIIIIIIIIIIII>

12 hours = 3 flours 4 ,,i. to pint. = ,, Pints
12Il 1

10 '.

. .,

4 5 6 7 8 9 101112

.

. -

ffil

0 0
(0' 0 61

0
0 I 2 4 5 6 7 8 '9 10<IC111111111>

. \
2*,

.'01/ .

.. '.
1

Work sheet 50
Unit 22

Fill in the 6Ianka.
- If you need help.'use the

.

.

Name . -

1r .1

plat:res.
. ,

. '
Zof 10-.:

2
P "O"4. SOW Vials

41811P Oa. efille iiiiR11.
giiital 4/10! ,iii*'o. s

1

,'
1 Or 9 =

.

g
. ,\

itttittit .#

A_IL Ftli
ti

,
.
`1 of '4 A

4 '
..

e
t Alt Alt

,

of 12=
3

X A
..

.t k
t A *c, ',

a 'of 16=. .

.%

/2....

.
. ... S.

1 4

.

1

.

5.

0

.1. Se

WOrkeh.it 49 1,

Unit 22
.

FIll in the blanks. ...'.
It you need help, use the eumber'l Ines. .

of 6 degrees =.tdegrees
3 .

.2 of 8 pounds 0.....ii. pound.
4 a -

NV szim= NM 'A

4/1h 416 46

.

1

{

.1.6° ..,

Nip 1p

1 lb. dils iiis
" , 4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 80 1 2
*E--17--I-1---74-

0
3 4 5 6

< I I, I J t 1 i t 1>I I I>

. .`
0

l'of

I

8,auarta

2

-

1

15
3 .4 5

=

6 .7

quarts

I

. 45

i of 12 feet ..-, /e). ,Amt

I foot - I 1 loot

I Lfoot I [ I toot t

. 1 foot . 1 I Not A

1 I foot I I 1foot I

I foot r r Copt 1
i I foot I I 1 foot

,
01 2,3 4 5 6 7 8 910111y

of-f-Li=f---ft-f-i-s-1-1-4-1-÷-1-->
"<

.. te
e

Works 'beet '51 ..

Unit 22p. . Name
..

. ,.
Fill In'the blanks' , -- /tm need help. use the pictures. T1

1.r. .000 .

. 1 Or WA, 3 ...
3

I 0 0 0 0
Lai

%

I
s 01;9 = 2it 0 0 0
4. . 0.0 0.. . I

. 0 0 0
I. . .

31. ' .0 ID.21ofi=
1

. .

0
0 oI of 6 m .

,

.

a -
' 0

0I- ,

.

a

0

5.1
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SECTION 7 CALCULATING WITH TRACTIONS

PURPOSE.

To have the children learn to add and subtract fractions.

To have them reinforce these calculations with physica,1
. objects such as paper strips and Minnebars.

To shoW the simifaitir between caicUiatingwith whole'
numbers and calculating with fractions.., by having the
children do the procedures on the number line.

so

COMMENTARY

By this time the children should be welfaWare that fractions
are equal-parts of whole units. They have ha'd experience
with this'idea in deSling with five different'amount measures:
,weight, length, ,mag of angles, time,and. area.. All of-these
activities have required them to. deal with physical objects
and have given them the -necessary understanding and batk-
ground-for -doing the more abstract calculations presented here.

Even so; to make sure the children understand the connection
between the physical procedures and the abstract.calculations
with fractions, physical embodiments such as Minnebars and
paper strips are included here also: (The children need not
use such aids unless they still need thern.)`

Lessons 17 and) 8 provide work. in adding and subtracting
fractions on the number line. The dhildren come,to see that
these processes are very much like adding or subtracting
whole numbers,. The 4nly difference is that they must first
subdivide whole units into appropriate fractional parts .before
doing their computations*.

4

111

6'
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Leison 13: ADDING FRACTIONS

The purpose of this lesson
Q.

to-introduce the children to the-addition.of fractionsusing.
both counting and amount measures,

A story problem is the device used in this lesson to introduce'
the children to simple. problems in which they add fractions .

MATERIALS

Worksheets- 52 through 55

pencils

crayons

:PROCEDURE

Activity A

tr,

Have .the children turn to Worksheet 512.
following story probleM: , .

Then tell them the

'4 °Part 1'

Sam and Billy went to the store together one Saturday

morning. Sam bought a bag of 'marbles and Billy bought a

candy bar. Then, they went back home to play with the
4);marbles. Sam opened the bag and lined up his new set of

marbles in a Crow. Then the counted them and found that he
shad eight'matbles . . ,..

'eight
.

DraW circles on the chalkboard to represent the marbles.
Then say that four of the marbles had stars ,on them. Draw
stars on four of the chalkboard dirties-, and .have the children
do the same on their worksheet "marbles." Then ask: .

WHAT FRACTIONAL PART OF THE SET OF EIGHT MARBLES
HAD STARS? .(Four eighths .) ,,

1 1 2.

a



Worksheett52
liilt_22 Name

Sam's Marbles

Billy's Candy Bar

Candy_-
Billy

S0
Worksheet 54
Unit 22

.z .

to of the flowers have 5 petals.
A Z of the- flowers have' 6 petals.

of the flowers have 8 petals.

of the flowers do not have-8-petalv.-

AY0 .4. 'Of the flowers have 3 petals.

/What kind of measure were you using in this set?

am oCJJI irleA6 u re

"ploy of the circle red.

Color a of the circle green.
4

'of the circle is not colored.
3

.of the circle Is not fed.33- 0."Z of the circle Is not green.

1

Worksheet 53
Unit 22

Color of the triangles red.

Color 1 white triangle blue.

What-frietionalpart-of-ther-2.:
triangles did you.,,colcir?

Name

Write an addition sentence that represents the
fradt1onal ,part of all -the triangles that-you,
colored,

=

bloce0

of this -doughnurhas chocolate
3

frosting Coler it brown.
of this doughnut has orange

3
frosting. Color It orange.

-
1 bas tiO rostjni.- DorVt color it.

If your friend clidn't.11ke frosting Oh doughnuts what"
tractional part of this doughnut would he like? 3

2.If youate all the parts with frosting, what
tractional part of the doughnut would you eat? -V

Write an addition sentence to show how you decided
what fractional part to eat. 2

4' L3
Chocolat* 01*rtse

"

Norkilheet 55
Lb Pt 22

a

.Nante

Put mushrooms on I of this pizza.
6

Put hamburger on of this pizza.

Put onions on
6

of this pizza.

Put cheese on
6

of this pizzo.

Wel you eta 615 pizza? vs

.There are 7 Tembers of this set.

Each Araiber is of the set.
;5(

^1Qie

agmOcp

2
2. are trucks cars. ,

II- 7
..177.1.!..._of these are made to go on highways.

71 of these can il?".

these do not salt-on water.

11 3

Ar.
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Write the notation (I) on the chalkboard. Then tell the children .

that one of Sam's marbles had a flower on it. Draw a flower on
one of the remaining circles on the board and have the children
do_ the same on their_workaheetsAsk:

WHAT FRACTIONAL PART OF THE SET HAD.FLOWERS ON IT?
° (One eighth.)

Write the notation (i) on the board. Then say that the rest of
the marbles had dots on them. Draw dots on the remaining.
three marbles, andhave the children put dots on the unmarked'
marbles on their worksheets. Then tell the Children that Sam
asked Billy if he knew what fractional part of the set had cloth',

. and which part had .either stars or flowerS. Pose dies as
separate questions, and write 1:\ .e fractions on the board as
the children, nswer each questi n:

3

WHAT FRACTIONAL PART OF THE -SET :OF MARBLES HAD
FLOWERS ON IT? (One eighth, written .)

WHAT FRACTIONAL PART OF THE SET HAD EITHER'STARS
OR FLOWERS ON IT? (Pl.Ve eightXS, writteh

Next ask the children to show you how they Co.tad write ari
addition Sentence that would sh,TANa way to get the answer, .t -If the,children are not familiar with the method, suggest the
following addition, sentence:

1.4 I 5
+ T

. ,

Explain each part'of the equation. The symbol I represents
the marbles with stars. The four tells the'number of starred
marbles and the. eight tells how many,marbles there are in the

,whole set. ,So 'by looking at the fraction t ,the Children can
tell that four eighths of the marbles in the set have stars on
them; The symbol' j represents the flowered marble. the +
means that the tWQ kinds of marbles are being combined or
added together. The 8 represents the total of the starredand
,,the flowered marbles.

II



1?.oint to the dotted Marbles and ask the children what fractional
part ot.the entire set of marbles is represented.by the fraction,
8. . If the children Nem to be having diffidulty naming the3

.fractions that-various combinations-of marbles make,,go over
this "part-ol-the-datiVitya-gain.

Then ask:

_,1*F',N WE WERE TALKING ABOUT FRACTIONAL PARTS
THIS-SET.,,WHAT KIND QF MEASURE DID WE USE?
(Counting measure...)

-Part 2

After Sam and Billy had figured out everything they
. .

wanted to know ',13out the marbles, Billy asked', "1-1ów

about having a bite of .my candy bar, "Saiii? "

"Pine," Sam said, and he took. a bite that amounted'
to one fifth of the dandy bar.

Mk the children whartilly and Sam could have done to the
candy barthat would tell them hoW much Sam ate. Have them
look at the. bottom part of Worksheet 5.2 and make suggestions.

they'do riot think of dividing the drawing of the candy bar
into five equal parts, draw a rectangle on the board and divide
it thus: .

,
***1.

4

Then ,ask the.cfiildren to divide tl-'e picture of the candy 'bar
into fide approximately equal parts. They may use rulers td'
do this, but the divisions' dtrnot4have to be exact. Mainli,,,,

I

e



1 210 .

you want the children to understand that the lines represent a
division of the candy `bar into five equal parts. Say that Billy
and Sam must have marked the candy bar in some such way. to
determine that Sam. had eaten one fifth Of it. Ask the children
to_ color the part of their worksheet-that-represents-the-amount

,

Sam ate.

Say that Billy then took a bite of the candy. Tiis was a big
bite i;t was equal to two fifths of the original amount of

,candy.. Have the children use another color to represent-on
their worksheets the amount that Billy ate.

Next say that Sam ate the rest othe candy. 'Have the dhirdieil
use the color they used for Sam's first bite to color the amount
he ate this second time. .When they have done this, tell
6hildren that Billy and yarn then started wondering who had
eaten the most Candy. Ask the chilren to figure thisout....
Write the fractions and the equation the board as they give
the following inforhation:

Billy ate `t-

am ate or

.Then ask:

WHAT KIND OF MEASURE ARE YOU USING;WHENJOIDIVIDE
A CANDY,EAR? (An amount measure'; either wefghtovcrlum_e
in this case; ,

Activity B

The" problems on Worksheets-53, 54and'55 are similar to the
ones that the class has just.worked in Activity A. If the chil7
dren seem to be having.cfilficulty in adding fractions , you may
'want to do Worksheet 53 with them. Worksheets 54 and 55
should be completed by, the childreniritheir free time. ..

.C

0

;
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Lesson 14: SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS

The purpose of,this lesson,is:

- to introduce subtraction of fractions, using familiar
situations.

SubtractiOn is presented in this lesson as a sep,aration.of
a set'of physical objects . The children learn to relate sub-
traction in fraction form with the physical separation by
making an equation that describes the_process. -

MATERIALS

.- Worksheets 56 through 59'

,- crayons

PROCEIJURP,

Tell the children, that in this lesson they are gpin-g to learn
how to subtract fractions. Then read or tell .the following
story problem to them:

Matt and his friends fOrmed:a club. They built a

little, clubhouse where they liked to meet to. talk-or play

games. There were nine boys in thin club. ,

One hot summer day, Matc's mother brought awater-

melon and decided to treat all the boys in the club. She
sent Matt to the clubhouse to round up-his friends and

bring them hotne. INhile'Matt was gone,,She cut the

melon into,,nine. equal pieces, one for .each boy..

But wheii Matt came back, he brought only three of

..1 'friends wits him. He explained that the five,otbers

had. gone on a hike and w.o.uld-not-be-bac-k-that-day-,7--Then-
,

the four boys wondered if Maft's mother would let them'

4 4 to.
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eat all nine pieces of the melon. They also wondered how

much, each of them would get if she did. .

-5

Let the class decide how much of the melon each of the ,four
boys would get if;Matt's mother decided to let them eat all
nine pieces. Demonstrate on the chalkboard*, if necessary,
to arrive at the conclusion that each of the four boys would,.
get two and one-fourth pieces of melon. Then say that Matt's
mother decided that each boy would have only one pre-de---
she was going to save the remainder for the familyLs_s_upper.

11 2

Ask these questions:

COUNTING MATT AND HIS THREE, FRIENDS, HOW MANY
BOYSWERE THERE TO EAT WATERMELON?' (IL)

IF THEREWERE VINE PIECE'S. OF WATERMELON, WHAT
FRACTIONAL PART, OF THE A/IELON WOULD EACH BOY BE
EATING? (One ninth; written 9,.)

THE BOYS ATE THEIR` PIECES , WHAT FRACTIONAL
PART 0.-FTHE MELON HAD THEY EATEN ALTOGETHER?
(Four written

41sk. the children, to turn to WOrksheet 56 And color the number
of pieces the .boys ate. Then ask:

HOW MANY PIECES DID YOU COLOR? .)

WHAT FRACTIONAL-FART THE MELON WAS LEFT FOR
MATT'S FAMILY? (Five ninths ; written +.)

HOW CAN WE WRITE A SUBTRACTION SENTENCE THAT
:'SHOWS .HOW WE GOT THAT ANSWER?

In all probability the children-will merely count the uncolored
pieces, Remind them that the entire melon can be represented
by the fraction and that they should be trying to make up
a sentence; Using fractions, to show what happened; The

'9 4 5, . I 4 ,5. or T - = . ,or
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Worksheet:56
Unit 22 ,s Name

Each Slice Is what fractional
part of the:thole melon? -1-

In the-whole melon there are 7 ,pieces.

How many boys were going to eat watermelon?q.
'What fractional part

melon did-the boys eat? 5
Dow much of the melon wac left overi_a_.

Write a subtraction sentence to show hOw much
Melon was left over.

'1

Worksheet 57
Unit 22, Name'

.
How many Jelly beans does Sally have in all? it
How man; Jelly beans did you color red? 3

Howmany ',Jelly beans did you color green?.

Write an addition sentence to show what fractional
part of the Jelly beans Sally ate or gave to her
friends.

3
11

.))

How many Jelly beans did Sallyakaxe

Write a subtraction sentence to shoal what tract len
Sal ly had left.

11 7 14

It It -11

Now have the Children; turn; to Worksheet 57. Say that a
girl named Sally 'had a small bag in which there were eleVen
jelly beans. Ask what fractional patt-of the set each'of these ,,
jelly beans is (i.)
Then say that three of the jelly beans were red. They were
cherft flavoredY* Since cherry was,S'ally's favorite flavor,
she ate these right avtray. Have the children color three of .

. the jelly beans on theit'worksheet red. Ask:
A

WHAT FRACTIONAL PART OF HER SET OF JELLY BEANS DID,
SALI$,EAT1 7(13R.) .

Next tell the children that four of the jelly beans were green.
They were lime flavored and Sally .did Abt care for them, so
she gave these-four away to friend. Have the children color
four of the uncolOred jellybeans. green: Then ask:

1 I 3

10



HOW MANY OF THE JELLY BEANS DID SALLY EITHER EAT OR
GIVE AWAY? (Seven.) WHAT FRACTIONAL PART OF ALL HER
JELLY BEANS IS THAT? ( qr.)

Now ask the children to help you write an addition sentence:
to'show how they got that answer. The result should be:

° 3 +.4_
II II li

WHAT FRACTIONAL PART OF THE JELLY BEANS DID SALLY
HAVE-LEFT? (fr.)

HOW CAN WE WRITE A SUBTRACTION SENTENCE TO SHOW
HOW YOU' FOUND THAT ANSWER?

N'in or - I

Have the children next complete Worksheets 58 and 59.
Note thatoalternate ,methods of:i2D1ving the same problem
are .suggested by several of the 'questions on this works.heet.
This is done so that children_will.realize that !natty, problems
can be solved in more than one way;. This is an important
concept and you should disduts alternate methods of solVing,
problems as OpportunitieS "to do so arise

lorkiheet 58
Unit 22 Name

Count the coins. How many are there? 8 s
What fractional part, of the set is pennIps? ---
What fractional part is nakels?-41rrcre
Write an.addition: sentencejo show what fractional

parteft the set la etthsr-ennies or nickels.
a +. ."

Witte a subtraction sentence to show what fractional
part of the set Is eithir pennies or nickels.

Now many of the coins are 2t>,
woith more than five cents? J

. 4. What irsctional'part of '3
the set of coins: is dimes?

Write a subtraction sentence to show how ybu got
the answer.

5 3 :

$

114
..*

Worksheet 5?
-Unit 22

'..?..roe,
Name

MR4ftWQQ-MAIIM.
. ,. ...._..-

_...---6,,..,t the' letters in the set. .

liow4Isany are thire?_IL. 4
01Wht fractional cart of, the\set2 la R's72-41_

What fractional part la M's? -?
What'fractional part is either It's or.M's1--/./--.
art ti an addi t ion sentence td'ahow hiw to fled the

. answer.
it ..3 7

ori . .8 IT
-

Now write a subtraction sentence toshowhow to
find the twirler.

1J / '7*

11 I) 11 )) a 113
What fractional part of the,set
Write a subtraction sentence to show what fractional

part oc the set Is pot M's or It's.

41,

/1 -/i7

4

O



Lesson 15: WRITING ADDITION SENTENCES
1 N

The purposes of this ,legson are:
r
to represent fractions physically using paper strips

e

to provide more practice in adding fractions

to write addition sentences foriractions.

MATERIAte

.scissors

,Worksheets 60, 6 Vand 62

PROCEDURE

Activity.A I'.

Have the children turn to
Worksheet 60 in their.Student.
Manuals and cut off a strip
of squares 120 squares). 'Say
that-they should help figure
out a way to' select a strip of
squares that will represent
the fraction 7 .

WHAT DO WE NEED. TO
-KNOW FIRST? 'Mhat
sizes out untt.will be.)

.

Suggest that they make the
whole unit some size that is
easy to divide into seven
equal parts.- Lead them to.
the' idea that 8 convenient

Worksheet 60
. (Jolt 22

.

---.

...

.

--
,, _..._

--
...-. --

1.

--- .---

........

-4-- -... -t ....... .........

...... -- --- .... .......

-- -Q.. -; 1.7.-"7-,_AL. .-....
1-1:-

......
---.

-%
... .Q...1 -N.'--, --Q-.. ..---

'
II

'...., . ...... ..1. ........

....... ... .... ....
....... ,.......,

..,... . ......... ......... ..........

,....... ..... ...... .. ........ i.#....

...........
11 C.

...,

.,.... ...... 1...

1 ,. .........

length for a whole unit would be seven squares long.
them cut a unit of this- length froIh the strip of paper squares:,
and label it "I unit."

Have

1

1 unit.

ei



1.1

.

116`

i

tk,

NOW THAT'WE KNOW HOW LONG QUt WHOLE UNIT is,
COULD WE CUT A NEW STRIP ir:HAT 75-T. OF THIS UNIT?
HOW MANY SQUARES-W.OULD IT (5.)

1,

Have the children cut a sebo strilythat is fiVe _squares:long:
EmphasiA the fact that then w sdip repreients because the
unit' is represented by seven eq01 darts and, this strip is the
same.as five of tlykse parts- Have tliebhildten comparethe
I unit strip to- the 'If unit -St p by laying gethe smaller strip next
to the larger one and comparing. the strips , using oh'elo One

s

correspondence of squares.
*

*

et

, .c

Y

Now have the children cut act.hird strip pf squares that repre-
, - .

3sents 77-.. have them te).1 you'why It represents..thisifraction.
Ask, them to lay. the 4 'strip.next to thi I unit strip and compare,

1

the squares ustng one. to 'one eorrespondenbe. 44 '",
,,

,

Thetfitisk: '
..

WHAT FRACTION WOUllWE REPRESENT IF WE PUT .tirj 7
STRIP AND THE:+ STRIP Zlib TO END?

4 : 4'7
s : t. ., G ,

(.1*

:.

Have the children put these strips 'end tb end and Compare'
.

them with the unit strip. , Remind them'that each square repre-
sents 7 .They can find the fractions-3-&presented Wthe two

s,
. strips by counting the. number of sciiiaie in both. Using this.

method, most Of the: children will probably answer 4. Others,
may say that the two strips represent .17 -becau they, noticed

. that the two strips were as long as the unit strip plu one
more(square.

ASk the-cIass,to suggest addition sentences that Would repre-
sent the addition of their strip and the 7 sdip, They may

'suggest any of the following , ail of whicii are .correct:
;. .

5 3 8' 3 5 8 5 3 1 3
7 4- = 7 7 ÷-7 7 -7 + -7. I 7 7+ 7 -,

JZ.

,.

, t

t

.

o.
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Continue the activity, until you are Satisfied that the children,
understand the main ides ;Choose-Units that can.
be shoWneaSily with strips of squares°, tscus'S several
fractiOns with different denominators". For example, if the
claSS wanted to represent the fraetroh 5 , a convenient unit
to use would be five squares. If they Wanted to show the *-

.fraction , a convenientunit to use would he eight squares.
Use some of the rest of the strips for other problems, but
save a row or two for use in connection with Worksheet 6 T.

Activity B . P 0

Have the children complete Wolk-sheets 61-and 62. Have
them work in groups of three or four to do thth. '

worksheet 61 "'

Unit 22

F 1 1 1 --is is oar unit.

HoW many equal parts are there in the unit? 0

That fraction represents each' of the part:a...2,

' That fraction' reprelegis each of these strlim?

(1).' 1121111111

oD @Er

b

1 1 1

ti

EMI
S.

Add.the' strips and write the addition sentence

tpat teas. what you did.
'

an'
a z.

1 1, 1

f
,

Worksheet:Ta
,Unif220 Name

Represent the fraction with pop6r squares h,

following these-Iteps.

1. Choose a unit length and cut it out from the
squares on Wocksheot 60.
my unit ha s__S12....sotia res

2: Now cut a strip of squares that represent:
of your unit% strip has__1__squares.

Cut opt ,s trips to represent these fractions:

a. 6,. s
6' .6/ 6

*

Use your-strips to complete hese add'iti.
sentences. "

a 3
6 6- .6 .6

. .2 3
6 6 ....4.___ ,

w
6 6

4s 4 a
o. :,- 67

.:.

2 . V.; --- a + 1
.1

6 .6 49_1_ ...i,....._..1 6 -10--... , .,,

.

4

".
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LesSon 16: WRITING SUBTRACTION-SENTNCES

-The purposes of this lesson are *,

<t>

a

5,

- to have the children represent fractions physically by
using paper strips..

- to provide them with practice inos,ubtracting fractions

,- to have them write_ subtraction sentences for fractions.

'MATERIALS

tcidsor*
:Worksheets 63 through 66

PROCEDURE

4 s

118

t

Have the children turn to Worksheet'63 and cut off a strip of.
.20 squarest, Ask the children if they c,Ould 1.te these,squares
to represent a subtractio'n problem, for ekample, I -

WHAT WILL WE. HAVE TO DO FIRST? (Decide on

HOW MANY SQUARES. WOULD.'BE CONVENIENT? (Five
squares.), t.

1,, Have the chilarvn cut a strip .of five square's and 'abed it
v

,, . 0 "I unit, " As the Children .,^cute the strips ,, Make a 'drawing of
.the unit on the ch'a'lkboard.. Then ask:

'

a

WHAT MUST WE DO NEXT? '(Cut a striprebresentingi .)
, 0 ,...--

,..---
t "'Have the children cut a strip two squares Jong. Then' deVelop,

with the class a method for-shoWilig what is done When s 'of ,. ..,

a unit strip is 'subtracted froT the I 'unit stripy One 'method A

is to Put.the s strip just under the 1 unit strip. ,



.

Worksheet 63
Unit 22 -

Wqrksheet 65
Unit 22

leo

Name

Cut'ai unit to go with the fractij. It has 1
squares. Now cut strips from Worksheet 63 to

e

mil...int 1 2 2 A 2 A and i
8' a' a' a' a' a a'.1 6 1 .

Use your strips.to complete the following equations.

. 1 -

2 _
8 8

3 . ;;;"
,8 8 P_._

7
8

'.2: 4 - 2
8, 8 6 a

t .
8

'2. I:.
8 Iv)

4/ 2. 1
fi

8 5 Zf All z
a 4..
8 ti çC

Worksheet 64 '
Unit 22 "Name

This is. our i unit.

o
What fraction doeo-each.oi the parts represent?
Subtract.

0 iii
_ z

6 6 6

= 2.©-

E
2. *1-,

Worksheet 66
Uni t. 22 Name

Cut a urflt togo with the fraction It has 9

squares. Now cut strips from Worksheet 63 to

represerit 1I 2 A 2 A '2 .and A9. 9. 91 91 91 9.

Complete the following equations. Use the paper
stripc only if you need them.

64,

1 1 9

0



Then compare the number of Squares in, the two strips using one
to one correspondence. Ask:

HOW MANY MORE SQUARES ARE THERE IN THE I UNIT------
STRIP' (3.)

- i . v
Have/the Children cut a strip equal to the -6- unit strip from the

-.. . I .nit strip: -Then ask them to write a subtradtion sentence
whichtelis what they have done:

2 3 '5 -2 3or-..- =
5 5 5 5. 5

, . 4- THave thoeschildren cut strips representing r, 3-- , -6-. and .... Then
have the class use the strips they hay.,e.cut-out to find new 1.

subtraction. sentences*: List these on. the board as the children
. suggest.therri. They may inckcle:la-N..

5_ 4 I' 7 3 A
5 5 5

i
5 := 5

120

6 2 _ 4 =,.

5

When you are satisfied that the ch ildren understand how to .

represenesubtraction sentences with paper strips, have them
complete Worksheets 64, 65 and 66.

4

1 'dr,../

MR.

or.

0
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_Lesson 17: ADDING FRACTIONS ON THE NUMBER LINE

dr,The-purpose of this lesson is:
.

- to illustrate that additiorvof rational numberS can be &Me
On the number line in the' same way that.integers are added
on the number line.

Iii Units 11; 13 , and20, the children, have used
number lines to illustrate the addition, subtiactio or Multi-
plication of two,numbers. When adding 3 + 5, for example,
they begin at zero and jump three places to the right, then
jump five more places to the right.' This corresponds. to a
single jump of eight. Because of the relationship that exists
between the number line and the real number system, length
can be used to4clarify the children's ideas about number
(length being concrete rather than abstract). For each length
there 'is one ,and only one unique real number, ,and for. each.
real number there is one and only one length on the number
line. .A length of"three units joined to a length ofive units
is equivalent to a-single length of eight units. Since these
lengths correspond to unique real numbers we can conclude .

ti that 3 + 5 In this Idsson, the children- review the, 'addi-
tion of integers on the nurnber line, and then usea similar'
procedure to add fractionS and mixed numbers.

_MATERIALS

- Worksheets 67 and 68

PROCEDURE,

Activity A

To review the procedures the Children have qqed'to add whOle
numbers on a numbeer line, sketch a number line labeled from
zero through seven on the chalkboard. 'Ask someone to:use it
to add 2 + 3. He May do it by making- 2 one-unit juriips and
then 3 one-unit jumps to the right, or by making I two -unit
jump and then I. three-unit jump to the right. (See diagram on
the next page.)

12,7

c'.

121
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' 0. I 3 4

I , I I I

or 1 2 _I 2 i:, 3'

' 3'

cf

2 3
If your class needs practice-in number line addition, have the
children work se \Peal mbre addition problems with number lines
at the chalkboard.

Then ask thegclass if they think they could also use a number .
.-line to add fractions. Draw a number .line labeled, zero through
four and call on a child to try the following problem: 2 -1-,4 .

If he has trouble determining where 4 falls between two,and
three, remind him that whOle units must be divided into equal
parts before a fraction of that whole can be repreSented. Have
a child divide the distance between two and three on the
number line into four equal parts. Then he can move three of
those parts to, the right, landing at 2.S.

0 1 2 3

2

Draw a number line' libeled zero to three and have a child
add 4-11 using it. kle will have to divide .the distance:be-
tween zero and one into five equal parts , and the distance
between one and two into five equal parts. Th-e-rihe can. move.
t- to the- right"of zero andei. more from that' point.4

Draw more. number lines on the board and have Volunteers
demonstrate how to add 'the following problems:

i .

1
1 2 5_ +1 i ---.. 9 22 + 1-21 = ? 14 + 2- = ? =... ?

T + 12 4 3. a

. You may have to help the children make the diVisions between
each whole number. .

*

4
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Activity B

Have the childreti.thi WOrksheets 67 and :68:"
...

Worksheet 67
Unit 22 Name

. ....
-.. Use the Amber lines to help you complete those

addition sentences.

2+Ahr,
8 8. .._

<I 4 1 I I

10 i2 +1=-.. q-5 0
5 5 ,54 I

<I I. 1 1

2

; -I I>1 ; 1 1 .

* i
3 3

/5
0:I. .../

<I.
1 Zs

I I>; . I I I 1

. i.
21=1; or /4 4 ,+_ _a_ 0

I
1.

<I I I I

..e

4 /1.. 6 = orbior i 2....4. 77 .
0

4.1
.

0

..

1.

A.

A

.
/Worksheet 68

Unit 22 Name . .
.

Use the number !lairs to help you complete the
following addition sentences. '

3 + 2 . 3=
3 ___1..1 '

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 9 10 "'"-: "I" '1..1"1. ' .i.>I i."1. 1 r i'
6,..L.

7 + li = S ry
. ,

.., 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10< i;llIl 11;;11,11f1;,Tirrilf..fi >

6 "+ 1. .,
4 ...___._

o 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10< 1,,,i,,,I;;11,,f,,i;;,1;;;I;;T.,11,1i >

q. + ... ;7.
)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I/1,I,I, 1,1, 1 ;,1< 1,1; I! i i >

21. + 32 = 6. ..
.

3 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

'1''1''I''I' ' ..12...'i '. l'-'1' I' I .:' I,

A

120
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Lesson 18: StUBTRACTING, FRACTIONS ON. THE NUMBER LINE:

The purpose of this lesson is:.

to illustrate the structural similarity that exists between
subtracting whole numbers (integers) and fradtionaL numbers
(rational numbers) by: using the number line.

This is 'the concluding lessortbf the unit. After the Children
have completed the work given here/ you may wish to -have'.
them recall-some of.the different kinds of amount measures
they have used in .previous sections..

,
. .

MATERIALS
/ .

Worksheet's 69 .and. 70'

PROCEDURE

Begin the lesson by conducting a 'review of the, procedures the
children have used to subtract whole numbers on the number
line. Draw a nuinber line labeledfrom zero through eight on..
the chalkboard. Ask a child to use this number line to 'subtract
four from seven. He will start at the seven and may do the
subtraction by marking oneunit moves to the left or by jumping
all four units at once.

4

124 ,
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If your class needs More practice in. number line s 'btractiOn,
have the children work several more practice proble with
numberines. Some suggested problems are:

8 - 3 = 5 5 *4 - 2

9 3 = 6 7 = 5 8, - 2 = 5 2 - 2 = 0 \
Then ask the class if they think they, could also use a number
line to subtract fractionS. Draw another number line labeled
zero through eight and call on a child to solve the following
problet.

.

O

7

,3

Remind the children that whole units must be divided into
equal parts before we can, show a fraction of that whole.. :
Have the child divide he distance between-seven and six
into three equal.parts. Ask the children how this will help
them solve the sub ctiOn sentence (7 - = ?,-. They can

A now move two of those parts .to the left, ending at 6-713-.)

.7

-3 -3
You may wish to have several children take turns doing sub-
,traction problem's on number lines at the chalkboard until
you are sure that the children understand the procedure.
Some examples you may want to use are:

5 - 4 r. 8 - , 11 3'
28 7 -

5 a 7- '5 6-
3 6 . 4. 6

Next, draw a number line (0 through 7) on the chalkboard
and' write a problem near the number line,' as shown on the
next page.

. 131..
.

t.

125
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+ -4- 4

4 5 6lilt ,11111 >
4

Call on a child to solve the problem at the board. and ask: him
td explain what he is, doirig. First he will have, p) divide the
units between six and five and-between five and four into
fout equal parts each. Then he can move five of these parts

< to the left to get an answer of fourand thtee-fourths. En-
courage discussion of this procedure to make sure all the
children understand it.. "

You May want the.class to pradtice subtraction problems of
this type. ,Some students could use number lines drawn on
the chalkboard. Otylers could use number lines on their desks.
Some suggested problems are:

3-6 5- _7--
2 5

2 '3

126

5

5

;

6 6 - -
5 7

Finally ,d w a number'' line on the chalkboard labeled zero
through,five nd write this problem next to it:

1.
2

= ?

,Have a child come to the board and solve the problem. First
he will need to move o e whole unit to the left. Then he must
divide the whole unit be een two and three into two equal,
parts ,and move one of thes units to the left.
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If more practice is necess'a'ry, offer the following-problems:

5
3

6 a 21
4

Have the children complete Worksheets 69 and 70 individually
or in'small gi-oup6. Discuss sclutions whenithey'have finished.

7 - 8 -; 53
5 . 5

,

Worksheet 69
Unit 22

Subtra0 . .ika. the Ambit-

..
Name

.

55.

line. .1

5 2 = 3
2' 3 4 5 6 70 I

., J.- i = 3 2 -I
i1 2

'1

,

3 Zt4
'1 '.

50
< i 1 i ,is, I i. , I >

..
13 -3 ..2.3_

0 I. 2 3 4 5 .

4' <1 1 1 1 11 11.11 1111 f,
/

4- i = La_
0 1 2

.
3 4 .5<IA I 1 t i I .1 I I. I, >

i 4 - 1 . .

1 2

.

3 4. 5. 0
a

. .

I . I 1

<-

I a I

e

13

53

.

WorkshiOt 70
c

.

Unit 22

Subtract. Used the

: 4

.

number line., .

i
a

i 3 .

0 1 2 3

2. '

0 5
1 2 3<1.,a1,1,1:silialiit>

3
_ 2.- -51

3
e.3--

....

- ,.
0 1 2 3?' 4

4 4 0. 1 1 3
10 , I . I 1 , 1 I'. a ij>,..

1
5

"'A
5

.
.

0 1 2 3III II II
5

is

127
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Making'a Beam balance
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iut Items:
.

ea^ Ts
0
14

60

v 4

PARTS YOlt-BITilthIc4PBEAM BALANCE
5

.

i

.

I

ere

4L..110
1411%

ruler with cardboard triangle taped-to it

dr

picture
. hook:,

,

2 cups with small holes near opening

.0..
130 s

'4.

.

1

.,

CC
2 straightened paper cl1ps

-



Steps An Putting Bedm Baldhce Together:

Step '1": Put staid together.

.

Y.

°

Itei2.Put balance arm orisfand by .slipping the center hole of the ruler
over, the picture hook.

picture hook

,

'Step 3. Attach two cups to the balance

,straightened--4
paper clip

.1t
* cup

r

cup

straightened
1 paper clip

ft



S

Step 4. Attaci, bob td the the pictute hook. (Caution: Make sure the
balance arm, does not touch the string of the bob.

n **.

4

0

baranceerM

picture hook

'V va,f,

a S

'4string of the bob
C

-

4(---bob .,

O

Step 5. Adjust the balance 'arm by putting masking tape on the end which-is
too light. VVherrthe beam is balanced, the bob string should be 'lined
up with the center line of thered triangle. .

c.


